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Mother's Death Brings
On Death Of Man,58
Legislator Says He May
Enter Race For Mayor
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
"Why are yon considering
running for Mayor of Memphis?"
That was the blunt question
put to two-term, veteran TenA. W. Willis, over the weekend.
nessee State legislator, Att.
Mr. Willis, the first Negro
member of the Tennessee Legislature since Reconstruction
Days (1868-1879) following the
Civil War, has publicly indicated to" possibility and probability of his running for the
OPERATION HEAD FIRSTlin the first session of the $120,000, showing
what they
have this summer. Standing it left mayorship of Menphis in the
— Some 2,000 children in thelOperation Head First, set up l learned by swimming the 24. Is Melvin Conley, Principal of forthcoming municipal election
A. W. WILLIS
Douglass community received to teach children from povertYlfoot length of the pool. Douglas Douglass High schoot
this Fall.
talk. "I have been an active
diplomas last Friday for theirl areas the fundamentals of!is one of 12 Memphis schools
If he does, it will mark the
and interested student of govability after 10 days of classes swimming. Children here are where swimming is being taught
first time in the history of the
ernment for the past ten years.
Mid-South that a Negro has
I have been involved in politics
taken such a big political step
the same length of time, and
on the local level.
I have served in the LegisMr. Willis pondered the queslature the last two terms. This
tion several minutes before answering. Then he began
to
See Page 7

Slayers Go For Heart Negro Disc Jockeys
A Discontented Group
In Weekend Killings

Local Minister Attends

Shoots Self In Heart
Week After Funeral
A 58-year-old man, who hadi fire from an automobile.
been cared for his semi-inWhen officers arrived, Mr.
valid mother until her recent
Boykins told them he had
death, penned a note last Sunshot himself.
day morning, reportedly beginning it, "I am coming moth- The immediate cause of the
er," then shot himself in the suicide wits the death of the
heart with a .32 calibre re- victim's mother, Mrs. Annie
Boykins, who was buried on
volver.
James Clyde Boykins of 815 Monday, June 12.
E. McLemore was still alive The earlier death of his
when officers came to his brother, the late Rev. Howard
home shortly before noon, but Boykins had left the victim
he was pronounced dead on ar- emotionally disturbed, it was
rival at the Methodist hospi- claimed.
tal at 12:05 p.m.
Since that time, Mr. Boykins
David Parker, who with his had been cared for by his
wife, has been living at the semi- invalid
mother,
who
Boykins' home for a number worked for one of the city's
of years, told a reporter that leading hotels before her rehe was seated on the porch, tirement.
and heard a commotion in the
A graduate of old Kortrecht
hall.
High school and Rust college,
He said that when he entered the victim had worked as a
the house, he found Mr. Boy- waiter and musician.
kins lying in the hall bleeding. Homicide officers said that
A short while earlier, he as far as they can determine,
reported, his wife had heard Mr. Boykins had no next of
what sounded like the back- kin.

A brewing revolt among the attontion around 1949.
Robinsoni
Negro radio disc jockeys of the notes that stations airing
such!
nation Is creating excitement prcgrams to Negro audiences
Two persons were stabbed noon on Sunday, Heard while
•
•
from coast to coast according have grown by leaps and
fatally in the heart during the standing at the corner of Missto a survey by Major Robinson. bounds. Around the clock they
past weekend, and the causes issippi and Walker, and Aythan
a leading Negro writer for spin a constant sound of big
were listed non-payment of a at his home. Charged with
nationally-circulated
publica- beat music and gospel,. Few, Rev. A. E. Campbell. presi-i tist Training Union Congress,
one-dollar debt and an argu- murder, the pair appeared in
ment about one of the victims City Court on Monday and were twos and widely known in radio take a keen interest id tbd dent of the Tennessee Regular which is being held June 19-25.
and entertainment circles.
improvement of the community Baptist Convention and a vice Rev. Campbell, pastor of Colsitting across the street from ordered held to the state.
Mr. Robinson reports that they get rich off and program president of the National Bap- umbus Baptist church, was re- State Representative .1. 0. Among others addressing the
his home with another woman. Gene Robertson
was fatally more than 1.500 Negro
Patterson, Jr., Atty. H. T. conference were Congressman
tist Convention, USA, Inc., left cently in the news
deejays public service programs.
The victims were Odis Jones, stabbed
when he
by Mrs. 011ie Mae around the nation
the
city
early
this
to
week
atreceived
a
are
voicing
commission as colo- Lockard administrative assist- John Conyers, Michigan, RamRobinson said that among the
30 of 543. E. Olive, who was
Anderson, 37, of the Montsarrat discontent
with comparatively few stations that do go in for'tend a meeting of the Board of nel on the staff of Governor ant to Gov. Buford Ellington of sey Clark, Attorney General;
killed instantly at 6:27 p.m.
address after he returned home low pay, little
voice in station community improvement New'Directors of the Convention to Buford Ellington, along with Tennesee. State Representa- Sargent Shriver, Director of the
on Saturday. June 17, and Gene
and an argument developed policy and poor
music program York's WLIB is in the fore- be held on Wednesday, June 21. three other Memphians, includ- tives A. W. Willis and R. B. Office of Economic OpportuniRobertson, 36 of 1647 Montabout him sitting and talking ming for the
Negro Community front. Last month, he said, The members of the Board of ing George W. Lee, 0. Z. Evers Sugarmon, Jr. attended a work- ty, Robert C. Weaver, Secresarrat, who was stabbed at
with a woman across the street with too
much emphasis on a owner Harry Novik was given Directors are meeting at the and Rev. E. W. Williamson, shop conference of elected tary of the Department of
3:40 a.m. on Sunday, June 18,
from his home.
Democratic officials
f r o in Housing and Urban Affairs. and
heavy
diet of rock and roll and a
and died at 6:15 a.m. the same
highly
coveted
Peabody Antioch Baptist church in Mil- pastor of Olivet Baptist church.
During the argument, Mrs., gospel MUSIC.
day.
Award for his station's Com- waukee. Wisconsin, with Rev. The members of the Board of across the nation in Washington, President Lyndon B. Johnson.
According to homicide officer Anderson stabbed him in the. Mr. Robinson quotes a pro- munity Opinion program. The Louis Beauchamp as the host Directors will complete plans D. C. last week, under the ausfor the annual Convention to be pices of the Democratic NaCharles Heard, of 1199 Cum- heart with a butcher knife.
minent New York record spin- brainchild of newscaster Leon minister.
mings street, got into an argu- The victim was carried to ner who told him that "The Lewis, it was a hot-line tele- While in Milwaukee. Rev. held in Denver later this sum- tional Committee.
The purpose of the conferment with Jones about a dollar John Gaston hospital where he white owners are making money phone interview show in which Campbell is also attending the mer.
he said the man owed him, died at 6:15 a.m. Sunday.
irorn our sweat and toil. The listeners aired
their
com- 61st annual session of the Na- A spokesman from the de- ence as stated by Louis Marand Heard and his cousin, Mrs. Anderson was arrested average one of us today makes plaints. Many credited it with tional Sunday School and Bap- nomination said that Dr. J. H. tin, Deputy chairman of the
Jackson, president of the Na- National Committee, a general
Willie Aytchan of 1167 Will- at the scene, and has been about $100 weekly and when we helping to keep a "Cool Sumtional Baptist Convention, USA, briefing by the administration.
oughby, chased the man into charged with murder.
ask for more are eased out of mer" in Harlem last year.
Inc.,
will present a "challeng- "The 1967 Civil Rights measthe kitchen of a house at 224 Mr. Robertson's death was our jobs.
Robinson reports that in talks
ing document pertaining to civ- ures will be up for active con- The Frayser Goodwill Stores
Cambridge. and one of them the twenty-ninth homicide to "This situation has
with
several
of
the
nation's
existed
il rights and its many ramifi- sideration by the Congress in have nearly been bowled over
stabbed him in the heart occur this year, as compared too long and now
we're going most prominent platter spinners
cations during the summer that period. Your presence with bowls, the kind used for
before both fled the scene.
I with 10 for this same time last to fight to the bitter end. We it was learned that they also
months" while Board members would help the legislation and cereals and soups and of white
Both men were arrested at year.
regard
"low
pay"
as
one
of
the
resent them bringing in inexare in session.
everyone would have an oppor- crockery, and those who have
more
prominent
protests. Secret
perienced whites to program our
The theme for the National tunity for an exchange of views purchased them say that they
shows and tell us what type sessions are being held between
Sunday School and Baptist on party affairs with the lead- are as good as new.
of records to play. Can you them to decide on a course
Training Union Congress is ers of the administration. We The containers, some with a
beat that? We don't even have of action to win for themselves
"Christian Education and the would like to have a working blue line around the top, were
the final say as to what black a bigger share of the pie,
Challenge of Change." It is conference in which the prac- given to the Goodwill Industries
singer's tunes we can serve up financially.
being held in the arena auditor- tical problems will be discussed by the board of an institution
de said, "It is estimated that
to our listeners."
ium. Dr. 0. Clay Maxwell is as well as the major issues," interested in helping the handithere are at least 500 radio
Radio stations which orient
presiding at the plenary ses- Mr. Martin said.
capped.
stations who beam their protheir —programs for
Negro
sions, assisted by Dr. E. A. The keynote address was de- The bowls are said to be
See PAGE 2
In cooperaticn with the United pmject tells interested families listeners first began to attract
Freeman, vice president at livered by Vice-President Hu- almost unbreakable, and are
REV. A. E. CAMPBELL
States Department of Health about colleges and universities,
large.
bert Humphrey.
now priced at six for a dollar.
Education and Welfare. Tennas well as other post-secondary W
essee A.SzI. State University is
oma n
conducting
E ducational training agencies in the state
an
Talent Search Project, designed of Tennessee, which offer finanThe Artist and Models and
principally to provide means of cial aid to students.
the Invincible Social clubs
identifying youth of exceptional
are presenting a "Mini-Mod
financial need and to encourage Leaders of the ETSP, working
Parade" dance at the Currie's
them to complete high school in teams, will be available for
Hippodrome on Friday night,
and undertake post-high school conferences with
students who
June 30, and a number of
training.
fall in one of the above mention- Jt was not clear to other clubs have promised to come
Students who may receive
the greatest benefits from the ed categories and their parents patrons in the King's Palace out to support them.
project are present dropouts, on occasions which will be an- cafe at 201 Beale st. what One of the star attractions
in-ought on the violence, but will be the presentation of
potential dropouts, and those nounced in the near future.
at
10 a.m. last Saturday morn- Miss Dorothy Cox, current
making normal progress in
These leaders will continue ing Mrs. Ethel Mae Ross, 33, holder of the title, "Miss
school from families whose annual income would prevent their evaluation of team and post- of 203 Hernando St.. Apt. 9, Tennessee of Elkdom," who
enrolling
in secondary schools to determine pulled a pistol and started will seek the national title
and remaining
school for post-secodary train- the students progress and the shooting at her drinking com- later this summer.
Scciai clubs supporting the
panion.
effectiveness of the project.
ing.
presentation
include the Big
She
had
been sitting at a
In addition to providing in- Coordinator of the project in
Ten. the Playboys, the Magformation about opportunities the Memphis an Shelby County table with Edward H. McMicknificent Ones, Royald Dukes,
available under the Higher area for the su.nmer is Charles ens, 36, of 794-C Williams St.,
drinking whickey. when she Men of Society. Topper S.
Education Act of 1965. the A. Sueing, who ran!
, be contactwas observed to stand
up, Sheiks, Sophisticates and Moded at 1774 Kendale or by calling
pull a .22 calibre pistol, and ern Bronzettes.
275-7933.
shoot McMickens in the wrist. Tickets are now being sold
Mr. Sueing said a Talent As the victim started run- for the dance.
Search Team from Tennessee ning for the door, the woman
A&I State University will be in continued firing, one of the
Memphis on Thursday and Fri- bullets striking him in the
day, June 23, 24, at Booker T. back.
Washingtor High School, and Police said McMickens conwill hold sessions from 11:30 tinned running until he got to
am. until 4:30 P. M.
the Fire Station at Third and The Bluff City Jaycees are
Linden, and was taken to John sponsoring a Fishing Rodeo for
Gaston hospital, where his children six to 14 years of age
ccndition was listed as fair. at Riverside Park on Saturday,
The Hyde Park-Hollywood Mrs. Ross disappeared im- June 24, from 10 a.m. until 4
Johnson down to below
Representative
Dor o thy
persou. Following a tear of
Civic league will meet on Thurs- mediately after the shooting, p m , and top prize will be WORKSHOP MEMBERS —
Negro Democratic legislaDepartmental levels. Shown
Brown. Nashville; Senator
the White Honer and a party
day night, Junc =, at the New and was a fugitive until she a new bicycle.
Bartara Jordan, Houston,
let to right are Atty. H. T.
on the White House Lawn
Bethel Baptist church. All mem- walked into the police stationl Youngsters who wish to 'mirth tors from all over the naLockard, administrative asTexas; Representative J.
the conferees concentrated
bers are asked to be present on Monday and surrendered. cipate should bring fishing tion assembled in WashingShe has been charged with poles, hooks, and baits.
ton. D.C. last week to hear
sistant I • Tennessee's Gov.
0. Patterson, Jr.. of Tenon the Democratic WorkC. B. Myers is president of assault to murder and carry- Otis Lightfoot is chairman of addresses from top leaders,
Buford
Ellington:
nessee, and unidentified.
State
shop Confereseo.
C. A. SURING
the club.
ing a pistol.
from
.he Fishing Rodeo.
Lyndon
President
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Negro Lawnmakers Attend
Workshop In Washington

Goodwill Claims
It's,Bowled Over
By Recent Gift

Search For Talented
Students In Progres

Makes Mod And Mini To
Be Seen At Dance

King's Palace
A Pistol Range

Fishing Rodeo. To
Be Held.Saturday
At Riverside Park

Civic Club To Meet
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Native Of Cameroon First To Get Degree;Wake Forest

SATURDAY, JUNE 24, 1f467

Negro Disc Jockeys

Continued From Page 1
anything, these stations are
nantly white school in the aminations; whereas in this
guilty of forcing a cultural .
south.
examination is the rule."
grams primarily at Negro
bankruptcy
a in o ng
youngl
Commentng on his exper- "I have had less difficulty audiences in the fifty states
Negroes. Thousands of these.
enc, Kinga said, "I found the personally than many African with
Negores owning only
youngsters are growing up
academic competition rather students," he said. "Many Af- four, one each in Huntsville,
completely unaWare that in,
keen, but the most difficult rican students have found that Ala., Kansas City, Mo., Atlanta.
their race are such geniuses
part of my work was writing they are largely ignored, even Ga . and Detroit, Michigan.
and world acclaimed figures.
the examinations. Under the by American Negroes. "I am The total gross in advertising
British system to which I am very grateful to the Hausers sales for the Negro oriented sta- "For jazz is the logical exaccustomed, we have essay ex- and all others who have be- tions is in excess of $500 million tension of the R and B Sound,"
he continued. "And if R and B
co un t ry the 'multiple-choice' friended me during my stay in a year.
Winston-Salem".
Mr. Robinson noted that. stations were really interested
Prior to his arrival at Wake "Operators of Negro oriented in living up to their claims a'
Forest, Kinga was placed as stations are regarded as coin- Negro oriented stations and
a foster son in the home of ing a mint because of their serving the Negro community
Dr. and Mrs. C. B. Hauser by ethnic audiences. Many of these there would be more of it on
the Inter national Activities stations were bought ten years. their FM outlets."
Committee on the American ago for as low as $37,000 and
Mr. Robinson pointed out,
Red Cross. He has been a part today hip'e a price tag on them that while the National Assn
of that family during his stay for as much as $1 million, as in ciation of Radio Announcers
the case of Atlanta's WAOK. is composed entirely of Negro
at the college.
Kinga will spend the summer It was the latter station that deejays in Rock and Roll and
working with a firm of eco- set off the spark of revolt R and B ficld, it is more of a
nomic consultants in East Or- among t he deejays recently, social organization, meeting
FURST OMATRDNAL BRAM 1ST
ange. N. J. This fall he will when
f i rebr and militant once a year and while the 900
begin graduate study at North- Stokley Carmichael of SNCC members talk over their prowestern University in Evans- threw a picket line around it blems,
few
solutions
are
ton, Ill. He hopes to earn the for hi-ing a white program arrived at in improving their
Ph. D. degree before returning marager. Heartened by the lot.
stand taken by Carmichael, The movement now brewitiL•
to the Cameroon Republic.
Kinga plans to return to the Negro disc jockeys hope to use is outsido the organization
Republic of Cameroon at the this as a
rallying point to and is being led by a dozen
end of his graduate work to. better their own conditions.
or more militant and community
teach or take a position with 1 Joining the other disgruntled conscious
jockeys
on
the
the government. Prior to corn- jocks in blasting past practices Sast Coast. Following Stokely's
ing to W.ke Forest, he was is Del Shields, Association of lead in Atlanta they are seria c:vil servant in the Ministry 'Radio Announcers. Shields said ously considering putting a
of Works and Transportation, he saw a danger of more white picket line around a New York
artists being played on these outlet who they consider a flastations and Negro performers grant violator of many of the
decreased because the music conditions they complain of.
directors are mostly white and
Mr. Robinson's investigation
have the final say in selecting and report has reputedly stirred
the records played.
nation-wide interest among both
In a letter to Billboard, a Negro deejays and
Negro
music trade magazine
Mr.
The Missionary Institute of Shields pointed to New York listeners. The first report was
carried in the Pittsburgh Courthe Conference Branch Missio- Station WWRL, who he
said ier, one of the nation's largest
nary Society will meet at St. employs no Negroes
on the Negro operated publications.
Andrew AME church on Mon- management staff.
Only reday. June 26.
cently, it was learned did
Mrs. F. R. Lamarr will lead they employ a Negro secreout in a discussion of Why tary. But all the disc jockeys
People Must Recognize the on the station are Negro and
Truth, and "The Christian Ap- for a long time the announcer
proach to the War on Poverty." of their gospel record show
Laymen of St. James AME was white.
church will present a banquet in Even his own station. WLIB.
the church dining hall on Satur- Mr. Shields said, was guilty
day. June 24, and the guest of sins of omission in "not
speaker will be Rev. F. D. allowing their Negro jockeys!
Jordan, presiding bishop of the to have a word on the pro-,
13th District.
gram m ing of the music on the
Bishop Jordan will deliver station. Here, too, a white man
the message on Sunday, June has been set up to determine
25, at St. James.
and control the programming
Rev. H. L. Starks. pastor of of records. Tokenism is
applied
St. James AME church, will in that jockeys are being perbe the guest speaker for Men's mitted to suggest
two records
Day at Mt. Zion AME church
of their choice weekly."
on Sunday. June 25. at 3 p.m. Mr. Shields stated,
"Even
The St. James male chorus jazz, which
depicts the cultural
will sing.
heritage of the Negro is being
denied today's Negro teen-ager
ONE-COAT LATEX
on the radio. He went on:
HOUSE PAINT
"This is one of the tragedies.
• PREMIUM ONE-COAT, MULTI-PURPOSE
And to pretend to serve the
OUTSIDE HOUSE PAINT, COVERS WOOD,
BRICK, MASONRY, STUCCO, CEMENT
Negro community, how can a
• DRIES TO TOUCH IN JUST 30 MINUTES
• 11 YEAR DURABILITY
Don't wash furniture. Scrub- R and B (Rhythm and Blues)
• NO PRIMING EXCEPT ON
BARE WOOD
bing with water is harmful to station not offer the works of
• QUICK, EAST SOAP &
WATER CLEAN-UP
• CAN BE TINTED IN OVER 2,000
wood and suds must be rinsed Duke Ellington, Count Basie,
COLORS
off. A damp cloth will do the Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan
job.
and other giants of jazz? If

WINSTON-SALEM — Thad- nom lc s. He was graduated
deus F. S. Binge, native of Magna Cum Laude.
B u e a, Cznieroon. Cameroon The Cameroonian native finRepublic of Africa, became the ished his work at Wake Forest
first citizen of his country to in two aczdemic years and one
receive a degree from Wake summer. He attended the colForest College.
lege under the African ScholarKinga, an honor graduate of ship Program of American
a junior college in the Republic, Universities. He is one of a
of Cameroon, earned the B. A.1 few African Students who chose
degree with a major in Eco-i to do his work in a predomi-

G a gni

. Paint
K""RENTS Deportm
De
ent
MARY CARTER PAINTS
BANKAMERICARO
948-8697
2536 So. Bellevue

Lt/DAISY

FIRST MEMPHIS SHOWING!!
HELD

OVER 2nd BIG WEEK

'YOU CANNOT AFFORD
TO MISS IT!
THE 'DAVID AND LISA' OF THIS YEAR!"
—N•ww York Herold Tribun•

"A GREAT MOVIE!"
- if. Mapcmis•

"A MARVELOUSLY TOUCHING AND TENDER FILM
ABOUT THE ENDURING POWER OF LOVE!"
— MeCalls Magozin•

"NOTHING
BUT A
MAN"

AMERICA'S BEST PAINT VALU

SAVINGS UP
TO 35%

NOW!!!

Missions Branch
Meeting Monday

IVAN DIXON
ABBEY LINCOLN
A Cinema

V Presentation.

with an all colored cast!!
Plus "THE SHE BEAST"

Relax At A Good Movie

virrotif,
()viz = • I
410

HON & KNOTT

Ram'

98
GALS.
FOR
• FLAT FINISH FOR INTERIOR WALLS AND
CEILINGS OF PLASTER, WOOD, BRICK, MASONRY
• DRIES TO TOUCH IN 30 MINUTES
• EXCELLENT HIDING
• NO PAINTT ODOR
• SOAP AND WATER CLEANS UP PAINTING
TOOLS
• CAN BE TINTED IN OVER 2,000
DECORATOR COLORS

IN

ALABAMA RED

GALS.$
FOR

INTERIOR LATEX WALL PAINT

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS...

9/1

Household Tip

ENOUGH PAINT TO PAINT YOUR HOUSE
INTERIOR and EXTERIOR to LIMIT
GALLONS
CLIP THIS COUPON AND REGISTER TODAY,

GARDEN GROWN

EXTRA LARGE

CUCUMBERS

TOMATOES

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

DRAWING TO BE

NE

HELD

ADDRESS

MARY CARTER
71111-i'

PAINTS'

MARY CARTER CARRIES A COMPLETE LINE OF PAINT AND
PAINT ACCESSORIES PRICED TO SUIT EVERY POCKETBOOK

KATHY RENTS

2536
So. Bellevue St.

ssORE THAN 7,000 STORES COAST TO COAST

POA

CO PROOF 0/ST FROM GwATN STT PIERRE SMIRNOTF

I

23'
WATERMELON
11 9

Each

OW OF mE UER FIN), MAR1FORO.,CONM

nothing on earth more delicious •

You can
charge food
and
accommodations
atover120
motels and hotels
on your
BankAmericard
BAN KAMERICARD

50-

CHARLESTON GRAY'S

20 Lb.
Avg.

Each

ARKANSAS FRESH DELICIOUS

PEACHES

lb.

150

FANCY YELLOW

(Check into it)
SMIRNOFF SKYBALL

BOLD NEW TONIC DRINK ...

Crisp—dean—cold—the Smirnoff Skyball leaves all other tonic drinks back
on the pad. Bolder. Colder. With a taste that goes lots farther. Because there's
not too much mixer to dampen the fuel. Pour Smirnoff on-the-rocks. Add
Ionic. Lime if you like. Whoosh! Nothing on earth more deliziow!
•
leaves you breathless
vook

Pay in 25 daysfrom statement datewithout service charge with BankAmericard,

another people service from
FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK
••••••••••••••••
••••

1.511

•••••• \of.0••••••

•
•••••••••••••• ••• .•••••••••••••••

0•••••••

FRESH CORN

Ears

39

PRODUCE PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY ONLY.
/ CONVENIENT LOCATIONS.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTIYIEt

1378 HOLLYWOOD
£321,SUMMER
511 PARK
973 SO JHIRD
1578 LANGAR _
, 3362 SUMMER
3384 NO THOMAS (In Frazier-HiWri

,
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Dentist Who Led In
Rights Fight Buried

English Teacher Gets
Syracuse Fellowship
Mrs. Grace Austin Meachum Meacham, a graduate of Lepresently
enof 1092 Talley Place, a 1961 Moyne. and
graduate of LeMoyne College rolled in the graduate school
and a public school teacher, of Memphis State University.
has been awarded a year's They are the parents of
fellowship to Syracuse Uni- two children, a daughter, Monique, four, and a son, Emil,
versity.
It is a fellowship issued by two.
NDEA (National Defense Educational Act), valued at $4,000.
It also carries a stipend of
$600 for each dependent.
The award is described as
an Experienced Teacher Fellowship and will enable Mrs.
Meacham to do graduate study
in reading. She expects to earn
the master's degree while at
Syracuse.
Mrs. Meacham, who teaches
high school English at Mitchell
Road High School, will enroll
at the university Sept. 1 of
this year and remain there
through June 30, 1968.
She is the wife of Eddie

Funeral services for Dr. A
native
of
McKenzie,
William R. Bell, Jackson, Tenn. Tenn., Dr. Bell graduated from
dentist aad former president Morehouse college in Atlanta
of the local chapter of the and Meharry Medical college
National Association for the in Nashville. He had practiced
Advancemmt of Colored Peo- in Jackson for 27 years.
ple, were held Wednesday,
June 14, at the Berean Baptist A member of the board of
Church w:th the Rev. A. L. trustees of Berean Baptist, he
was a former president of
Campbell officiating.
the Pan Tennessee Dental
Society, past parliamentarian
of the National Dental Association, past basileus of
Theta Iota chapter of Omega
Psi Phi fraternity, a member
of the Jackson Area Chamber
of Commerce and former member of the Jackson Community Relations Council.

Among the many citations received by Dr. Bell were "Citizen of the Year" by Omega
Psi
Phi
fraternity,
the
Certificate
of
Appreciation
tion from the city of Jackson,
from the city of Jackson.
NAACP Meets June 25
A
Jackson-Madison County branch
of the NAACP, and Tennessee CHURCH BACKS CANDIDATE!they were 100 per cent in fatoi trict 7 by presenting him alvice at the church. From left' The Memphis branch of the TO HARVARD — Two LeMoyne
for the
Dentist of the Year.
— Officers and members of St.' of the election of Charlie F. check for his campaign fundi are Deacons Leo Whitemore, National Association
Pee-- College studcnts, Miss Johnnie
Colored
Advancement
of
DR. WILLIAM BELL
Luke Baptist church showed, Morris to councilman from Dis• during a recent morning serFloyd McKinney, Cl arenee pie will hold its regular month- Milan. a junior, and James E.
He is survived by his
Dr. Bell, who lived at 724 widow, Mrs. Vivian Mitchell
Jones, Jr., Rev. T. R. Buckner ly meeting Sunday, June 25, Robinson, a senior, leave July
they will
Hays ave., died Saturday, Bell; a brother, Kelsey Bell
presenting check to Mr. Mor- at 4 p.m. at Mt. Olive C.M.E. 2 for Harvard nihere
Church, Linden at Lauderdale participate in the Harvard-Yale•
June 10, at the West Ten- of Detroit, an uncle, and
F.
Mrs.
C.
ris,
Morris, wife
Summer
Columbia Intensive
nessee Tuberculosis hospital other relatives and friends.
Stree.
and campaign manager; An- "All members and friends Studies Program, July 3-August
in Memphis. He had been in Interment was in Elmwood
thony Morris, son of candidate; are urg..d to be present and 25. They are among the 200
faling 'health for six months cemetery
Stephenson
w i th
Deacons Joseph Brown, Johnny on time," states Jesse Turner, chosen from 650 applicants front
and died after having been in and Shaw Funeral Home in
president of the branch. around the nation.
the hospital 10 days.
Ronald David Johnson, 18- His
charge.
gran dmother,
Mrs. Dunn and Calvin Austin.
year-old son of Mr. acid Audrey N. Williams, is a
Johnson, for- retired
Mrz: Frank
Memphis school
M e mphis, kill to.. -her and now lives with
Dr. George A. Owens, presi- merly o r
graduate from the Sylmar th_ Johnson family.
dent of Tougaloo college at High school in Sylmar. Calif..
One sister, Phyllis, 13. is
Tougaloo, Miss., received the on Thursday. June 22.
a ninth grade student at San
hor.,rary degree of doctorate of Known to his friends :is Fernando, Junior High school,
his
youngest sister,
laws from Brown university "Roo," the tall, slender with and
FIRST NATIONAL
was born in Memphis and Audrey, seven, is a third
Elevation of Mrs. James school students in full and at Providence, Rhode Island.
started
schooling
his
Morningside
at
the
grader
at
EleWatt,
Jr. to a position of part time jobs. Previously, The degree was conferred
A.
BANKAMERICARD
Lutheran
Cooperative School. meatary scho ol in
San
greater responsibility with the
she was a teacher and coun- upon Dr. Ownes by President He plans to continue his educa- Fernando.
recently enlarged Middle WestRay L. Heffner at the spring
11491126 eie
ern Division of The Great sellor in the public schools commencement on June 5. He tion at the California Coopera- The family belonged to the
Polytechnical
tive
college
at
Bethel
Presbyterian
United
A & P Tea Company was an- of Detroit.
was honored for his efforts in
San Luis Obispo, Calif., where church, pastored
by
Rev.
nounced this week.
the
c o 11 ege's cooperative,
CUSTOM
he will major in mathematics. J. A. McDaniel, before moving
Mrs. Watt is a native of academic
FREE
e n richment
proHe
either
career
plans
in
a
California.
to
Mrs. Watt served the food Michigan and former resident gram with Brown.
MADE
mathematical
engine ering
Estimates!
chain as employment coordi- of
Chicago. She received a The citation read "Experienc- or as a teacher
of the subnator for the com?any's forCOVERS
B.S. degree at Eastern Michi- ed in business and collegiate
ject.
mer Central Western Division gan
university, a M.A. degree affairs, you have come but reBUDGET
FITTED IN
youth lives with his
in Detroit until its recent
at Wayne State University. She cently to the important post
family at San Fernando, Calif.
merger with the Middle WestTERMS
also
YOUR OWN
attended
Howard you now hold. In these days of His father, Frank "Murk"
ern Division in Chicago.
university in Washington, D.C., expanding
opportunity
and Johnson, w o r ked
at the
AVAILABLE
HOME!
and continued to study at the awakening conscience, the task
In her new assignment she
VA
Kennedy
hospital in
University
of
Michigan in the of the colleges in providing Memphis op until 1957
has assumed enlarged rewhen
of high
quality hi transferred
sponsibilities in coordinating field of guidance and person- education
to the Sepulveleadership
and
nel.
for
society
is
recruitments for the comrany.
VA hospital in Sepulveda.
• Custom-Made C
• 5-Year Service Policy
evermore
demanding
and
She will work out of headCalif., where he is presently
more
significant.
You
are
She
has
also
been
active
quarters in Chicago, serving
employed.
Let Us Protect Your Fureiture With Our Zi-on vinyl covers in Clear tor Colors
a 12-state area including Illi- in civic and community af- facing these challenges with Mrs. Ethel Williams Johnson. The North Central Diocese of
courage
and with vision. We
nois, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, fairs, serving as a volunteer
the youth's mother, attended the Church of Christ Holiness
PHONE 451-6541
Wisconsin, with the United Community salute you and through you the old St. Augustine Catholic met in Brownsville, Tenn..
Missouri,
Iowa,
college,
Tougaloo
with
which
Service,
March
of
Dimes,
Kansas, Minnesota, Kentucky,
2857 SUMMER AVE.
school and was a student for recently with Elder C. H. Harris
Tennessee and northern Missis- Y.W.C.A., Delta Home for Brown university is proud to two years at LeMoyn college.
as host pastor.
sippi. Her work will be pri- Girls, and National Council be associated in a broad
marily in human relations, of Church Women. She is past program of mutual benefit. We
In the opening meeting, the
1
contributing in many ways to president of the Michigan As- hope that this active relationmessage was given by Elder
the implementation of Equal sociation of Women Deans and shin will mean as much as
Harris, who is vice president of
Counselors and Delta Sigma to Tougaloo as it has already
Employment Opportunities.
Theta in Detroit; a member come to mean to Brown."
the church.
Prior to joining the nation's of the Guidance Association of
He told those present that
oldest food chain, Mrs. Watt Detroit and Vicinity and De"God is calling for holiness, an
served as junior administra- troit Urban Guild. In addition,
wants us to stop playing church
tive assistant for the Detroit she is an honorary member of
and be real." •
Board of Education, and hleped the Eta Phi Beta, a national
to place hundreds of high business sorority.
His sermon was based upon
Romans 12:1, which says, "Be
not conformed to this world,
but be ye transformed by the
renewing of your minds."
Prayer was offered that all
people will come to the "light.'
Other officers of the church
are Elder J. S. Stuart, of Memphis, president, and Elder C. N.
77, of 10643 Gross Lane, Belts
RONALD JOHNSON
Rick, Jackson, secretary.
ville, Maryland, 20705.

Brown Honors Ronald D. Johnson Will
New President Graduate In California
Of Tougaloo

A&P Enlarges Duties Of

PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVER CO.

Employment Coordinator

Call Issued

For Holiness

1

DLiring Meet

PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVER CO.
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Maryland Man Is Sought
By His Anxious Family

Even though consider a b 1 e
time has elapased since his disappearance, the family is continuing its search.
Mr. Morrison is si xfeet tall.
weighs about 150 pounds, has
gray hair, brown eyes, and
no
teeth.
When last seen, be was wearing gray wash trou s e r s, a
brown coat, dark green cap,
plaid shirt, black shoes, a gray
overcoat and horn rimmed
glasses.
Mr. Morrison became senile
after suffering a stroke, and
had wandered away from home
GILBERT MORRISON
before his lengthy disappearance.
A family in Beltsville, Maryland, this week asked readers Persons having
information
of the Tri-State Defender for should write to
Miss Alice E.
information regarding one of Morrison at the
above addrers
its members missing since ear- or the Prince
Georges County
ly last September.
Police Department at Beltsville
The man is Gilbert Morrison, Maryland.

EMBASSY CLUB.
p.m.
L A DIES
FREE
Jazz Show Every Sunday Evening
From 5 p.m. to 9

1252 E. MeLemore
Dining & Dancing

Open Seven Nights A Week
1,We Cater to Private Parties
Hours from 5 p.m. to 3 a.m.
LIVE MUSIC SIX DAYS A WEEK
Mose livnom, Manager

ADVERTISERS

'If it swims....see have it!"

FBUFFALO FISH CO3

2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

526-8207
327-8451

9,91.1%U2

Standard of theWorld

2889 BROAD AVENUE
MEMPHIS , TENN.

PHONE 324-3686 '
HOLISM & RETAIL
w
BLIFFALO;CATFISH,

1LSI3STER TAIL;,
OYSTERS AS'.
ati iFiSM FILETS''CARP

COUPE DE VILLE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

• DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY

COUPON
BUFFALO FISH CO.

FRESH WATER BIG BONE
BUFFALO FISH.
Per lb. 65
'
WITH THE PURCHASE OF 3 LBS.

1 LB:FREE

2889 81104

WITH COUPON
324-3686
MEMPHIS

HARDTOP SEDAN DE 'VILLE

_MADISON CADILLAC
ovnt $0 CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY
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WITH THE CHURCHES
Winners Announced In
Church Baby Contest

SATURDAY, JUNE 24, 1967

Trenton News
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Ramsey
spent the weekend in the city,
visiting Mrs. Dora Holder, sister, brothers, Neal Ramsey, and
James Ramsey, and other relatives of the Ramsey family.
•••
Mrs. Beulah Moore and Polly
Jordan spent the week-end in
Gary, Ind., by the bedside o
Mrs. Moore's son, Shanaon
Moore, who was quite ill.
•••
Joe Blakemore has been dismissed from Madison County
General hospital after being confined there for several weeks.

A Baby Contest, described!Sulliv a n, Fordie B. Williams,
as a -huge snes," was!and
N a ncy
Larry. They
presented by Ihe alritias raised $161. Stephen's prize was
Woikers for Progress dub of ten dollars.
the Featherstone CME Church, Third place went to Little
2.164 Chelsea Aye, Sunday, Cynthia Nunnally, who was
June 41.
sponsored
by
Mrs. Marie
Thompson,
Joyce
Nunnally
Mrs. Tera Wright has been
and Della Bakerville, who
dismissed from Gibson General
raised
1 1 6. Cynthia
rehospital after spending several
ceived a five dollar prize.
days and is improving nicely.
Fourth place was won by
Little Miss Lisa Faye Collins,
Dr. 0. W. Boush is confined in
sponsored by Mrs. Delores
Madison County General hospiStark,
Augustine
Matthews
taL
and Almeda Cooper. They reported $68.00.
Mrs. Elsie Chapman, Mrs.
Fifth place went to Little
Minnie Webb, and Mrs. Jessie
Brenda Whitmore, sponsored
Word are confined in Gibson
by Mrs. Rubye Harrington,
General hospital.
Edith
P o Ilion
and
Rosie
Charlie Lenn Wells has been
Whitmore. They reported $62.00
Each fourth and fifth place VICE — Miss Lovie Montgom- church's Sunday School Depart. plaques, signifying the appre- dismissed from Madison County
hospital.
cry and Miss Annie L. Ingram, ment. They were being honored elation and
pride of their
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
left to right, are shown with because they have given forty- chureh
because of their serJohnson are the proud parents
Mr. B. T, Banks and Rev. T. odd years of service to the vices. They
were also the reciC. Lightfoot, pastor of M I. youths of the Sunday School, pients of
of another fine boy.
many and varied gifts
Olive
XME
Cathedral.
M
r
.
Church,
Junior
Vacation
Bible
from grateful fellow church Mr. Sam Payne Jr., of the
DAINLITA RAILER
Banks and Miss Ingram are School and Youth Training Cen- members.
Air Force is visiting with his
Miss Ingram is a
respectively superintendent an ter in Jackson, Tenn. They long-time
musical program
A
was
teacher at Booker T. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Payne, Sr.
assistant superintendent of the were resented with
presented by patrons from
w
engraved Washington High School.
Miss Marion Johnson has revisiting churches. Aim, the
turned from South Bend, Indiyouth of Macedonia Baptist
the appreciation of the congrega- ana.
Church
presented
a
play
tion for the support given by the
•••
entitled "Rebellious Youth."
Young Church public, and issuel a special
The funeral of Mr. Roscoe
based on the Biblican story
word of thanks to all. She also Adams was held last Sunday at
of the Prodigal Son. The
issued an invitation for all who Macklvmoresville Tenn.
church choir furnished backHe
desire to come and worship with was the brother o' Ruben
ground 131415.1C
them at regular services.
Begins Fund
lAdams.
Reports from
the
baby
contest showed that Little
,Robert E. Boyd, a long-time
Damita
Rozi er, daughter
Memphis grocer, was buriNI
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louis
June 10, 1967, foliowing funeral
Rosier was first place winCYNTHIA NUNNALLY
services at Mt. Olive CME For Building
ner. Her sponsors were: Mrs.
Cathedral. Mr. Boyd, a native
E. P. Lockett. Vivian Blue baby received $2.50 consolation Mempbian, died at
his resi-, The month-old and newlyand Melissa Fox, who re- prize. Some supplementary re- dence 755 E. McKellar
on organized
Christ Missionary
ports
came
in later.
ported r73.50. Darnall won a
June 7.
Spokesmen for the Christian
20
Baptist Church, with Rev. E. L.
=5.00 bond.
For more than
years
Second place was won by Workers for Progress Club, Mr Boyd owned and operated'Currie. pastor, moved out with
expressed
their
thanks to the Aldale
Stephen Mosby. whose sponCash Grocery, on its first effort for the building
sors %vete
Mrs. LueBirda their supporters in the effort. the corner of Lauderdale and,fund drive on June
11, 1967, at 3
Total amount raised in the
Als'.on Avenue.
single effort was $700.
1
p.m.
He was well and favorably,
Leading the group in the
known
the
in
community The occasion was the celebraeffort
were
Mrs.
Delores in the
vicinity
of
store. And tion of Annual Fellowship Day
his
Stark, Mrs. Essie P. Luckett,
and Mrs. Fordie B. Williams. a favorite of young and old and the program was directed
alike.
Assisting them were Mrs.
by Mrs. Laura D. Jones. It was
Ile was educated in the
Autustine
M a t thews, Mrs.
described as "tremendous sueMemphis
ublic
p
schools,
grad
Luebirda
Sulliv an, Mrs. uating
Kortrecht
m
fro
cess
supported by the members
old
Rubye
Harri ngton,
Mrs. High Schoo1, where he
played
and
their
friends."
Vivian
B1 ue, Mrs.
Edith in the band
Pollion, Mrs. Melissa Fox,
He was a life-time member Guest speaker for the special
Mrs. Marie Thompson, Mrs.
of Mt. Olive Cathedral. He is afternoon program was Rev.
Joyce /stiflingly, Mrs. Nancy
survived b y his widow, Mrs• 1 E. H. Stephens.
He was accomLarry, Mrs. Della Baskerville
Ruby Boyd, and a brothe
Mrs. Rosie Whitmore, and
panied by his congregation of
Bruce Boyd.
Mrs. Almeda Cooper.
;Oak Grove
Baptist Church,
Rev. E. E. Dunigan is pasBartlett, Tenn.
1
tor
of
Featherstone
CME
Church.
Rev. Stephens took his text
from 2 Kings 7:3: "Why sit wt,
STEPHEN MOSBY
here until we die?" He made an
appeal for church unity and reWard Chapel To
ligious activity.

1

Robert E. Boyd,
Popular Grocer,
Is Buried

Observe Youth
Day

June

5
2
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Chickasaw Broom Mfg. Co.
Nabors of QsalNy Broom cord Naps

526-2318 _

236 S. Danny Thomas Blvd.

New Subscription Order
Kindly send mo the Tri-Stat•
Defender to address below
One your $6.00 Six months $3.50:
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Free Race Cards
At Big Star
1100 GLASSWARE
By Anchor Hocking

Get your free "Lido" Jumbo 22-0z. Ice Teo Glass
with
coupon and $5 additional purchase at BIG STAR and
start your completer's set of this beautiful Aquamarine
Blue Glassware. It's sturdy enough for children's milk
and attractive enough for all your indoor or
outdoor
entertaining.

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CUSTOM

B H

To

TAILORS

INC..

21 Vance Ave.

Zoos No.

toots

WEEK

WIN 1110) $500

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
144

CALL, WRITE or WIRE

°Iv

lig BRING—

Play the 5 exciting races every Saturday Night 7 to 7:30
P.M. on Channel 5 WMC-TV. Win $2 in the 1st Race, $5
in the 2nd Race, $10 in the 3rd Race, $100 in the 4th
Race and $500 in the 5th Race. Get your free race cards
this, week and play 5 exciting races every Saturday night.
You may be a Lucky WINNER!

THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

*rags Addreis

0r

2P.
• CAR WASH $1

For Mod•ris
Housewss

THE IIROOPA HAT IS
"SWEEPING THE COUNTov-

"•

Mrs. Mozelle J. Starks, reporter for the church, meeting
at 1325 Alcy Road, emphasized

Vern Hagen, assistant professor of economies at LeMoyne
College, is among 53 persons re•semayousawneastuss•••••■•••••••••
cently initiated into The Univer•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
sity of Iowa chapter of Beta •
Gamma Sigma, national scholastic honpr society in business
administration.
Effective No vembet n 1965
He is a graduate of the U of I
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
College of Business Administra- •
Sat of sus. $1 25
•
Monday
tion with an M. A. degree in • Sat Over 8 A M to 6
P.M.
•
economics.
Sun Open It AA. to P m.
II
thru

Ward Chapel AME church
will celebrate annual Young
People's Day on Sunday. June
25, and the public is invited.
The guest speaker for the
morning service will be Kenneth Robinson. a member of
Avery Chapel AME church.
The highlight of the afternoon
SECRET PRAYER
program at 4 will he a drama I
FORMULA CHART
portraying the young people of
today. contrasting the ones who
PSYCHO-PHYSICAL
emained with the church
PRAYER TEMPLE
with the !e who have become
religious •'drop-outs.''
Send for Free Daily Blessings. How
to get what you want through this
Several junior choirs
sing. The financial goal for the, new way of Prayer. My Prayers are
being sent out and blessings are
day is $1,000.
Miss Peggy Brooks is chair- coming in,. Mail stamped, selfman of Young People's Day. addressed envelope to Rev. C.
R. L. McRae is pastor of the Forster, P. 0. Bor-56,St-Albans,
New York 11412.
hurch.

IOUR Emil

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR
A

Voss Ask For And
Creates Whet You Think er

Company Mak*, Whet

QUALITY STAMPS
...The Favorite of Mid-Americo! For famous Brandtlam•
gifts redeem your Quality Stamps. Look through your '
Quality Stomp Catalogue, you'll find there's something
to pleas• every member of the family.

•
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Job Openings
Announced At
Info Center
'L •

The Federal Job Information Center at Memphis has
announced the following examinations:
Nursing Assistant, GS 2-3
(Beginning salaries range from
$3,925 to $5,331 per year)
Maintenance Man, WB-5 (Beginning salary: $2.30 per hour)
Office Draftsman, GS-3 (Be.
salary: $4,269 per
year)
Written tests are required
for office draftsman and for
: most nursing assistant positions.

TOP VOCALISTS — Carla a special command perform- Records Company of Memphis.
Thomas and Otis Redding, ance the artists entertained Carla, a product of Hamilton
I eading exponents of the high government dignitaries and A. and I. State Univer"Memphis Sound," and widely- during the "Week." They are sity, is currently completingl
acclaimed as the nation's top shown he r e presenting a graduate work at Howard lint"soul" vocalists, were the re•, plaque representing their latest! versity in Washington, D. C.i
ciPients of special honors in: best-selling album to Senator I She is being widely heralded'
Washington, D. C., last week:Howard H. Baker, Jr., in hisI as the nation's top female vowhich was observed as "King office in Washington. Both Car- calist in the popular music
and Queen of Soul" Week. In la and Otis record for Stax field.
BIRTHDAY PARTY — Purvis brating her son's birthday, Force Commendation Medal at erly Thomas, Purvis Leon
Leon Thomas celebrated his; Mrs. Veasey received a tele- Clark Air Base, in the Philip. Thomas, Robert Flower, Berk14th birthday, Saturday, May gram that another son, First pines. Shown above from leffi ley Buckles, Jr. On second
20, 1967. He is the son of Mr. Lieutenant Columbus Veasey to right, first row: Sandra:row are Sherman Montgomand Mrs. Columbus Veasey of Jr., had been cited for his out. Parker, Jeff Thomas, Mrs. ery, Wes Patrick, and Archie
organizational
and Grace Thomas Veasey, Alvin Nelson. Many other youngsters
1446 E. Waldorf. Purvis is a standing
Hamilton
High leadership ability and devotioW Bally, Maxine Clinton, JamesIwere present for Purvis' par.
student at
School. In the midst of cele- to duty, and given an Air Harding, Sherrie Blakely, Bev- ty.

Memphian Back
From Visit
To West Coast

Memphis Airman
Cited At Base
In Philippines

Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?

If it isn't, there's
something y 0 U should
'do about it. Appoint a
public relations chairman. Have that person
WASHINGTON — A federal! The rulii.g. in a District of system," under which pupils
judge ordered the District of I Columbia case brought by Ju-I are assigned to separate level. call Tri State Defender,
Columbia to combat de factollius Hobson, a Negro civil of study according to assess JA 6-8397.

Ruling Against D.C. De Facto School
Bias Could Have Nationwide Effects

f

segregatioc among poor Negrorrights
lei.der, against the ments of their ability.
children. It was the first ap- board and the superintendent, Wright's ruling would also
plication of the 1954 Supreme could have nationwide effects. require a plan to be filed with
Court school segregation dem- Wright ordered
the board to the court by Oct. 2 to increase
sion to segregation caused by
provide
busing
for
volunteer racial integration of students
urban housing patterns,
from
pupils
overcrowded
Ne• in Washington's schools.
Judge J. Skelly Wright of
the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap- gro schools in the central city Of the 45.000 school children
From Angeles, Philippines,
0. B. Johnson of 2166 Albany
peals ordcred the school board to white schools operating at in the system, 93 per cent are
word
has come regarding the
recent
St.. Memphis. was a
and
Superintendent Carl Han- less than capacity in more at--'Negro, he said, and the per
recent decoration of a Memphis
fluent neighborhoods.
guest in the home of Mr. and
airmar for outstanding per- sen to attack discrimination
capita spending in predomi•
against
Negro
children
by
emHe also ordered "substantial
Mrs. L.V. Harris, who formerformance in the U.S. Air
ploying
busing
to
predominantand
rapid
teacher
integration
nactlY Negro schools is $292
Force.
ly lived in Memphis at 860
iy white schools, faculty inte- in every school" in Washington!a year, $100 lower than in preThe
honoree
is
First
LieutenAnnie St., but who now live
and the abolition of the "trackldominantly white schools.
Veasey
Jr, gration and other reforms,
AIRMAN Everett D. Humph- ant Columbus
in Sacramento, Calif.
reys Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. whose mother, Mrs. Grace
DELEGATE — Miss Barbara
Everett Humphreys Sr., of *99 Thomas, lives at 1446 East
Mr. Johnson, who works at Jean Green,
daughter of Mr. Randle St.,
Memphis, has been Waldorf Street.
a downtown department store, and Mrs. Tytus Green, nes the
Ve as ey
was
selected for technical training Lieutenant
was vacationing in California delegate to the Girls' Volunawarded the Air Force Comat
Lackland
AFB,
Tex.,
as
a
with his son, 0. B. Johnson, teer State at Murfreesboro,
U. S. Air Force air policeman. mendation Medal at Clark
Jr., a daughter. Mrs. Dorothy Tenn., May 28 - June 3, 1967.
The airman recently complet- Air Base in the Philippines.
Clay of San Francisco, and She represented the Acie
ed basic training at Lackland. He was cited for his outstandan aunt and uncle. Mrs. and Moore unit No. 2 of the AmerAirman Humphreys, a 1965 ing devotion to duty and orMrs. James Bradley of Hay- ican Legion Post Auxiliary. Ofand
leadership
graduate
of Manassas High ganizational
ficers of the auxiliary are:
ward, Calif.
School, attended LeMoyne col- ability.
Mrs. Marie Payne, secretary,
The Memphian is a member
lege.
Mr. Johnson returned to Mrs. Verna M. Holder,
treasof the Pacific Air Force which
Memphis last Friday aboard urer, and
Mrs. Mary L.
provides air power to maintain
a United Airlines flight.
Moore, President. The post has
the U.S. defense posture in the
extended an invitation for all
Pacific and conducts air operaeligible women in Trenton to
tions in Southeast Asia.
join the auxiliary.
The Lieutenant, a 1953 graduate of Hamilton High School,
attended Rust College, Holly
Springs, Miss., ad received
his B.S. degree in business
administration in 1963 from
Charles R. Iles, Sr., is a Syracuse (N.Y.) University.
The Jewish Labor Committee, The sorors of Alpha Kappa member of the National Guild He also' studied at the Univertold Thurgood Marshall that Alpha sorority honored the 1967 of Piano Teachers and each sity of Dayton' (Ohio). Lieu"all of us who have worked graduate members of the Teen- year has several of his students tenant Veasey was commiswith you these many years in age Improvement club during to audition for membership in sioned throught the U.S. Air
the fight for equality are heart- a Graduation Banquet on Sundey the National Fraternity of Force Airman Education and
Commissioning Program.
ened by your appointment to June 18. at the Dobbs House Student Musicians.
Lieutenant Veasy's wife is.
the Supreme Court."
Luau at 3135 Poplar ave. The The students who auditioned Mrs.
Jean
V easey, the
was
Miss
Beverly
speaker
were Shepperson Wilburn. Mic- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
The 500,000 member organi- guest
hele Peacock, Carrell Campbell Ingram of R. 3, Byhalia,
zation, in a telegram to the Guy.
former NAACPcounsel, said The Teenage Improvement Leandouras.
Miss.
service
Hutcherson, Louis
"your elevation to the Court club is a community
organization of high school Harris, Robin Robertson, Shelia
is a testimony to the important
girls.
Miller and Sabrina Miller.
and enduring contribution to
The present officers of the
have
you
social justice which
club are Karen Sanderlin, Presi- Mr. Iles played several semade.
dent; Gjuandell Fisher, vice lections from Bach. Beethoven,
Chopin, Mendelssohn and McThe JLC also wired President president: Elva Mickle, secreDowell.
Johnson, saluting the appoint- tary; Barbara Dortch, assisYouth Department of Mt.
Mrs. Iles also presented the The
Long.
secretary
Rayetta
reaftant
important
ment "as an
Gilliams Baptist church will
following
students
in
recital
firmation of your Administrat- financial secretary.
present a Musical Extravaion's commitment to equal Vickie Draper. Treasurer; Monday June 12. at 7:30 p.m. ganza on Friday, June 30, berights for all Americans. The Clitee Taylor. parliamentarian; in the parish hall of Emmanuel ginning at 7:45 p.m.
message said that -all Ameri- Karen Blair, chaplian, and Jac- Episcopal Church: Gary Wilbur
cans must surely take pride" queline Johnson, business mana Carlos Benhart, Patricia Perry, Youth Day will be observed
Betty Berrvhill, Charlotte Wal- on Sunday. July 2, and the
, ger.
in the appointment.
ker, Sandra Walker. Joyce speaker at the 3 p.m. program
Faulkner, and Neverson Faulk- will be Rev. Lemuel McCall of
ner.
First Baptist Broad avenue.
Appearing as guests were
Miss Delphine Cummings is
Kathy lies and Rosalyn Iles, chairman, and
Miss Hazell
granddaughters of Mr. Iles; Glover program chairman.
Delores Powell and Fayetta
Harris.
Rev. E. Bates is pastor.

Labor Committee
Banquet Held
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For Members
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Of TIC Club
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We'll explain how
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.
If you're not getting
your fair share of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
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Take along an extra $500 of spending
money on your
vacation this year. You can do it with Union
Planters
Bancardcheks. This exclusive service adds
$500 to your
checking account—a loan reserve you can
use anytime
just by writing a check. Like travelers checks.
Union
Planters Bancardcheks can be spent
anywhere, but you •
don't pay for them in advance. Get details
now—before
you go on vacation—at any Union
Planters Family Banking
Center, or call 523-2911.
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A Point Of View
be faced with the dilemma traditional' yfaced by Negroes who
UP AND DOWN
achive recognilon over and be-'
The United States Supreme yond that ordinarily accorded
American Negroes. A lot of NeCourt again held the spotlight
groes are rejoicing because
week,
aa
last
interest
national
of
'Ma &gaffes Inlopenient Weekly"
of us" is now on the
"one
momenhistorically
two or more
Supreme
Court bench. And by
tous occurrences evolved around
Horne Officer 236 South Danny Melees Boulevard — IA 6-8397
the same token a lot of "us
It. First, famed former NAACP
forgetting that Mr.
lawyer Thurgood Marshall, be- will be
Marshall can no longer be a
came the first Negro in history
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
.. Publisher
Negro per se while occupying
to be named as a Supreme
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
General Manager
position. He will have to be
that
Court Justice. It seems that conMcCANN L REM
Editor
firmation by the United States a judge first and a Negro SecBRYANT T. WILLIAMS, Sr.
Advertising Manager
Senate is fairly assured, despite ond, if at all.
the Thera are certain positions
grumhlings from
some
RAY A. WICKS
Circulation Manager
Right, and Judge Marshall will which take men beyond race
be seated in the lucrative, per- and color. Mr. Marshall has
Srlo;triptimi
Sh sat sontas, MS% ftyour
isININAPtiell MSS ems
manent, powerful, and impel- reached this eminence. Negroes
11401 The Isb.Setes Catiamillat Dams Wee T.RamponsIbility far ans•licitis• Manuscripts
taut position.
need to remember that ... not
Pubtfal••41 Eva" Thilasslay by dm Now Tri•Stat• Pablishin. Co. S•catuil
ger
aim Posteg• Pahl ire Maraphla. Tamaassee, lUnilor Act.( Marsh 2, ISM
bitterness. . . but with unThe second event of impor- with
derstanding.
The other Justices
Motivate! Ailvertising Itspr•sentatives
Supreme
involving
the
tance
had to obviously forget
ADM-CAI/AM PUBLISHERS, INC.-310 Madison Avenvo, Plinv Yert 17, N.Y.
Court was its unanimous deci- have
1111•Ml•
sion establishing the legality of race, color, and creed . . . al%MINI 1,1111.1101 RECROES- IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
mixed marriages all over the though they may be devout
•
of
United States, thus striking Jews, loyal Scotch-Irish,
down restrictive laws in some iEnglish Extraction, or whatfifteen states and putting a have-you privately. So will Mr.
legal base under the ideal of Marshall. Here's wishing Mr.
social equality of all Americans, Marshall well!
regardless of race.
As for the mix-marriage dee'.
!sion
of the Supreme Court last
American
and
alarmists
Some
already saying, week, no straight-thinking percynics are
"Look out for the tutti-fruitti son will expect any mad rush
for marriage licenses by either
rush to the nearest altars."
whites or Negroes
. nowhere
But on the serious side, Mr. in the United States. The "cake
Negro contributions to the develop.I
It is this fact that gives such imMarshall's appointment as a of custom" is too nearly stone
ment of the American civilization have rnense importance to the coming of the
Supreme Court Justice will be a hard to expect it to be sliced
milestone in the history of the quickly and easily. Too many
not been given proper recognition. De- olack man to America. Without his
L. S. Negro. It's been a long white fathers are still asking
labor, massed, multiplied and regi_
spite the pleading of Negro leaders, acajourney from the Dred Scott each other, "Would you want
mented, the history of the country
PASADENA, Calif. — Anyl Decision of 1857 (110 years ago). your daughter to be married to
demic historians and text book writers would have been profoundly
a ttempt by the Pasadena In that decision the then Chief a Nigra?"
different.
have continued to this day either to
Board of Education to rescind Justice Roger B. Taney ruled
This black labor, although crude in
its rezoning plan, designed to against Negro petitioner Dred The answer is still largely a
ignore the role the Negro played in the
reduce racial imbalance in the Scott, maintaining that Negroes vociferous negative. And that
the beginning, uninspired and
unreupbuilding of this land or to make only
city's schools, will be resisted had no right even to sue in a goes for sisters, cousins and
warded, continued for over a hundred
by the local branch of the Federal court, and that the aunts. There 11 have to he more
incidental or foot-note reference to it.
:ears to be the chief support for the As Ray Nance's violin played I think everyone left that NAACP, a spokesman for the founding fathers of this nation rich Negroes before the ayes
Tired of waiting for proper ex- country's commercial agriculture In a "Take The A-Train," / heard beautiful memorial service (it rights organization said.
did not intend for Negroes to be ,have it.
funeral) feeling Announcement of the project- citizens.
position of the buried facts, the Nation- similar manner this labor cleared the s sniffle from someone seated wasn't just
And. believe it or not, there's
jest a little bit persuaded that
al Association for the Advancement of way for the development of those in- iust in back of me. The snif- Billy's way was the greatest ed NAACP action was made The worthy Mr. Taney's bones a growing cadre of Negroes who
h
by Samuel Sheats, presi- must
be rattling with rage in his are not shouting with glee over
Colored People has begun a campaign dustries which now symbolize a great fie became . little louder. w,,s to live; the way of giving dent of the Pasadena Branch,
mausoleum to note that here the establishment of the legal
to emphasize the long neglected Negro new civilization in the Western world Then a man, sitting in front the most of yourself even when following the revelation that
your own pain and trouble pressures were being exerted this non-citizen has come so far right to marry white persons
contributions to this culture. An inte- It is an ironic paradox that in the very of me, blew hard on his handin three generations, as to have anywhere in the country. Be.
seems unbearable.
on the board to rescind the
admittedly lieve it or not, some Negroes
representative
a
grated book list will be published by the process of developing the country, this kerchief. It was obvious that
Aithur Logan was not only desegregating zoning.
moisforce
to
to
trying
equipped
he
hold
was
a
seat
on the are beginning to glorify their
NAACP showing to school officials and labor was making itself less and less esSheats said his first move
high court, just as he did. That's blackness and like it. Fewer and
ture out o his nostrils rather Billy Strayhorn's doctor. He
would
be
to
seek
an
injunction
parents the availability of multi_ethnic sential to it.
fewer Negroes are ashamed of
than have it come through his was a dear friend. And so to keep the plan in operation, something else isn't it?
was Marion, Arthur's wife.
texts for classroom use as well as for
their dark skins. Neither are
eyes.
and
then
base
his
court
Of
fight
course,
an
interesting
The present-day Negro worker
Billy's death
hurt Marion
public consumption.
on
the
State
Administrative
aside in connection with Mr. they ashamed of their darktends to be regarded, in many quar- "he Rev. Jahn G. Gensel where she lived. Marion and Code
skinned children now.
which
requires
school
Marshall,
might be the obserThere are independent, detached ters, as an industrial problem. It is had just concluded the most Sweetpea had such a deep districts to exert every effort vation that he is
on
a
"racial All they want is an equal
love for each other, such a,
to avoid and eliminate segre- spot". By that, reference is break at the trough of opporhistorical sources, not incororated in frequently overlooked that the position touching and sensitive tribute beautiful relationship.
gation of children because of made to the fact that as a tunity. Then color, like
formal U.S. history or text-books, but of all labor has undergone a vast I have ever heard; a tribute
a chip,
For many weeks, Marion race or color.
Supreme Court Justice, he will will fall where it may.
from which much can be learned about change, and that Negro labor finds it- t) Billy "Sweetpea" Strayhorn.
had been phoning Billy, no
the black man's gifts to this civiliza- self in a new position under the double "Would it be possible for matter where she was. The
day before the end came, she
tion.
handicap of a class and caste situation. me to get a car?"
talked with him from Canada.
Publication of this bibliography
All too frequently, in estimates of Rev. Gensel said this was He was obviously in pain. It
and its intelligent use will help to im- our own national greatness, we over- the way the late Billy Stray- could well be that he knew
he was dying. Yet, he proprove the image of the Negro and look the contributions of other groups horn asked for whatever he jected for her such a warmth
needed. "Woule it be posheighten respect for his achievements at earlier stages of this greatness —
sible?"
Never and cheer that he deceived
in the context of Western idealism and contributions
d emending. Marion who knew him so well.
without
which there
never
presum He wanted to be assured that
dreams.
would have been a very different course
she was having a good time.
mg
on
the
of history.
strength of the Marion said brokenly: "I'll
During the early years of Ameritremendous love remember always how deep
can colonial development, there were no
The coming of Negroes to Ameriaffection was his love for his fellow
and
such elaborate labor saving machines ca was dictated by the demand for
and admiration man. He was a wonderful huas we have today. The vast power re_ labor and labor only. It was this labor
which so many man being. He always felt betpeople felt for ter giving than receiving."
sources in electrical energy and steam, that paved the way for the machine,
h i m.
Always Marion's flowers — and Arwhich move the giant wheels of indus- for the full flowering of the industrial ROBINSON
feeling
more thur's — were white flowers.
try with sleek and quiet efficiency, age, for big business, of which the slave concern for others than for Bills' had always brought her
white flowers. And on the card
were still to be realized. There was but traffic itself was the first. One can thus himself.
were the opening words of
one source of power for this gigantic realize how the black man's contribu_
When the lovely service was Billy's bittersweet creation:
undertaking of opening up a new con- 'ions played an important role in the over, Bob Schiffman of the "Lush Life." The words were
'Life Is Lonely Again ..."
Apollo Theatre, said to his
tinent, and this was man power.
broad plan of American civilization.
dad. Frank Schiffman: "Dad, Lena Horne will be lonely too.
remember the day Billy went tler card read "Bon Voyage,
into have his operation? He Sweetpea." She's the one who
gave him the name.
sent you flowers."
That was Sweetpea. I recall! Sweetpea took the "A Train"
Broadway shows in which Negro to broaden employment opportunities going to the hospital with his first-class, non-stop to the
doctor, Arthur Logan, and where pain is unknown and
actors were not playing the traditional for Negroes on Broadway.
A meeting is waiting fer Arthur to come where berutiful people like
downstairs.
servant roles reversed a long standing planned soon with
him deserve to be. What a
the League of New
"Billy sends his regards: fabulous world this would be
tradition that limited the artistic hori- York Theaters, the
organization of Arthur told me. "He also told if there were more
people a
zon of talented Negroes far too long. producers and
me to ask you — what are little bit like him. (AN? Feetheater owners.
But since 1955, there has been a pro_
you worried about?"
ture)
Frederick
O'Neal president
of
gressive and systematic change in attiActors Equity and chairman of the
tude and opportunity.
union's ethnic
minorities committee,
Last season Broadway established said. "We are pleased but not
satisfied.
a record for integrated casts. There We are trying to change time-worn
were 12 such shows. It was the third casting patterns
of having Negroes
consecutive season that showed an in.. play only maids or
chauffeurs.
crease. In 1961-62 there were ten NeGREENSBORO, N. C. — in the U. S. Air Force, follow"When you accept the fact that Two graduating seniors in
groes in major supporting roles; in
en- ing his graduation
from the
there must be a change in casting con- gineering physics at A and T
A member (left) of the South Viet,
1960-61, eight and in 1959-60 four.
their wounded following a clash
College on Sunday, has been
cepts, all the pieces fall into place. The College have been awarded felnamese Popular Forces helps solwith the Viet Cong near Soo Trang,
assigned
to active duty at
Records have been kept since 1955, theater is a place of illusion. I don't
diers of the South Vietnamese
ob- lowships for graduate study, Wright-Peterson
Air
South
Force
Vietnam. (UPI Radiotele_
when the figure was seven. All this in.. ject to having a white actress playing and a third is being assigned Base'in Ohio.
Ninth Division carry out one of
photo)
dicates, even though slightly, a growing opposite a Negro actor, or a Negro to study while on active duty
acceptance of Negroes in the main- actres3 playing opposite a white
with the U. S. Air Force.
actor
Receiving the opportunities
stream of the American theater and a in any kind of role
— comedy, romantic are: Arlene Macho, Rawlins,
growing consciousness of the part Ne- or drama."
Va.;
Johnnie
Richardson,
groes play in American society.
Farmville, N. C. and Eugene
These are reassuring words which L. Feamster, Statesville. N. C.
Actors Equity officials met recent- need to be translated
into actuality. Of All are honor graduates.
By HARRY GOLDEN
blue?"
Miss Maclin, who during
ly with the N.Y. Dramatists Guild, the the season's 59
becomes his Audubon Society,
Broadway shows, 21
think we are crazy."
Dab here,
1965-66,
sturted
Univerat
the
Nothing so relaxes a man
Society of Directors and Choreograph.. had Negroes in their casts. However,
his
geological expedition, his
Painting
a screen door is an
sity of Munich in Germany as painting the screen door. It daub there.
Cub Scout pack, his nine innera, and theatrical agents in an effort they were not all integrated.
act
of
"Whit
supreme
do
importance.
under the -Junior Year at invests him with a sense
of
John Tyler, the first Vice-Pres- ings of superb control. That
Munich," a special travel-study true worthiness and wreathes they say about
ident to succeed to the White afternoon I paint the screen
award, has received a post him with a certain aura of in- le. Heart?"
House, Is supposed to have floor is the afternoon 1 realze
"They
s
a
3
baccalaureate
fellowship
to tense romance. On a sunny
learned
of Benjamin Harrison's what nature is all about.
you are crazy.''
study at Bryn Mawr College afternoon
a
man revolves Pause.
death while playing marbles Since
Hold
for one year.
screen doors need
through several roles. He is
with his sons.
The fellowships are awarded Charleton Heston's Michaelan- the brush aloft.
painting only every four or
There are those who view the
What is being debated is whether to high ability college grad- gelo, Tony Franciosa's Goya, "Well, crazy is
A Senate courier hustled him five years, one quickly realGOLDE/11
It? I've beard
uates who plan to continue Kirk Douglas's Van Gogh,
growing public debate over the U. S.
on
a horse and they galloped izes what a rare occurrence
Mel
the bombings serve any serious purstudies towards the Ph. D. de- Ferrer's El Greco and if he much the same thing about off to Washington.
bombings of North Vietnam as simply
Had he wielding the brush is. Since
pose, or whether even their limited use- gree. She is the daughter of lacks a pair of saw horses, he you Henri. They say Matisse been painting a screen door, one also realizes that painting
offering "aid and comfort to the ene_
is crazy because he thinks
Mr. and Mrs. Otis A. Maclin is Jose Ferrar's
Tououse Lan. there is such a thing as post- however, you know Harrison's and hanging the screen doors
my." We disagree. Only a small frag- fulness has been exhausted. Certainly af Rawlins, Va.
cabinet would have waited. No'is really wifey's chore, the extree. Some of the great mo- impressionism."
ment of those who have raised ques- this is a legitimate subject of public Richards. the son of Mr. and ments in art history are reone, in the immortal words of perience comes along only
Mrs. Johnnie Richards, Sr., created by talking
to yourself Paint the joint with a white W. C. Fields wants the flies to once in a great while. One
tions about American policy urges uni- discussion. It is a sign of national of Farmville, has been
award- as you delicately line the wood heat here. "Never mind, Pab- eet the best of
gets to paint the screen door
.verything.
lateral withdrawal from the scene; no strength that these issues can toe aired. ed an assistantship to pursue
when wifey visits her mother
heaide the screening.
lo. Someday we will both hang
For the city boy, the man because painting and hanging
rational observer believes the Com- We shall be an enfeebled country only graduate stulies in physics at
in the Louvre!"
the Unisarsity of North Caro- "Ah Pablo. what had news
who early
realizes that a screen door is a lot better
munists can impose an unconditional when we conclude that the time for suplina, Chapel Hill.
I hear in Montparnesse about Silence, a little while. "Thelfresh air goes to your stomach than having her mother visit
pression of dissent is at hand.
surrender.
Feamster, second lieutenant your
painting
everything Louvre? You know, Henri, hand kills you, that screen door you. Right? Right.
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Negro Contributions
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‘Sweetpea' Took
'A' Train Home

!Cal. NAACP
In Scool Fight

1

Integrated Casts

Three A&T Graduates
Awarded Fellowships
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Th
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Legislator Says
Continued Fiaali Page I

Mayor, I would press in my dent of the Mutual Federal
campaign
for a meaningful Savings and Loan Association
experience has broadened my
knowledge and deepened my platform, with no phoney issues of Memphis, a two mIliondollar institution.
Insight on how government promises."
works, how it could work, and As of the past,week-end Mr. He sv4e reared in Memphis.
Willis had not made a formal attended LaRose Eie mentary .
how it should work.
promise as to his candidacy and Booker T. Washington
"For example, I have worked for Mayor. However, there is
High schools. He holds a Bache
in the formulation of the two a strong trend for him or some lor's
degree from Talladega
billion-dollar budge t of the other Negro citizen to be draftCollege, and a law degree
state government. This is much ed as a candidate for the from
the University of Wiscon
larger than the operating bud- October election.
V CATKIN F;,?
sin.
ewe.
get for the city of Memphis. The youthful legislator is the
••••
Mr. Willis is married and
My work with the state budget son of the late A. W. Willis, the
father of five children.
showed me how the city budget Sr., a Universal Life Insurance They are
members of Cenrelates to the state and federal Company executive, and presi- tenary
Methodist church.
budgets. It gave me a clear
concept f the fiscal aspects of
maws.
owe
government.
"Then, from the standpoint
•
PO 00 Al
1.0•-•••••
of a Negro considering running
for Mayor of Memphis, I feel
grateful for my racial background. I consider it an asset.
I have been forced, as a Negro,
to look at problems of the poor
and disadvantaged, and study
in detail what it takes to bring
such people, including the Negro into the mainstream of
American life. I feel qualified to
make a contribution in this
area, should I project a platform as a candidate for mayor
of Memphis. Should I run, I
„fois
would depend upon my insight
'...'11111seLt'
and background as best quellfying me to seek the office."
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL June 5-16, and some 379 boysheld each night, and the secondl people confessing their belief Thelma Malone was principal
- The Tree of Life Baptist and girls from age three to 16. week a Youth For Christ re- in Christ. Commencement ex- of the school. Rev. Isiah Rowse
Mr. Willis then cast an apchurch at 407 E. McLemore were enrolled. During first week :vival was sonducted by Rev. ercises for the school will be is pastor of the church.
praising eye on white candiheld its vacation Bible School of school, prayer service waslIsaac Ravisee with 54 young held Sunday, July 2. Mrs.I
dates for office. He observed
that the white politician seeking
office, is bombarded with pressures from the top of society,
the entrenched power structure
which works to leok after its
interests. Thus the white politiWILKINS RECEIVES HONORARY DEGREE
cian finds it difficult to relate
NAACP Executive Director Roy Wilkins (left) and Oberlin
himself with the poor, disadHOLLYWOOD - Talent de- His chance meeting with
vantaged, Negroes, and others College President Robert K. Carr in academic procession
veloper Helen Noga, who found Helen Noga has changed all
who are at the bottom of the at the opening of the 134th anniversary commencement
and guided singer Johnny Ma- of that.
power structure.
exercises on Tappan Square. In presenting the Honorary
this to fame and fortune, has Signed with GAC for book"But," Mr. Willis observed, Degree of Doctor of Laws to Wilkins, the civil rights
a new discovery.
ings and with RCA for re"As a Negro, I am relatively leader was cited as a "wise, compassionate, determined,
cordings, Freddie his already
colhandsome,
tall,
is
He
free from such pressures and
cut his first single for the
effective leader, who came early and stayed late in the
Paris,
a
Freddie
lege-trained
prejudice." The Negro basically
giant disc label. His powerful
ever-demanding business of securing freedo mend equality
native of Louisiana now re- and soulful voice is heard
likes white people lenerally, for all men." Wilkins
delivered the commencement address.
siding in San Francisco where singing two original tunes
and dislikes a few. On the othHelen first met the now fa- "Take Me As I Am" and "It's
er hand, white people basically
mous Mathis.
and generally seem to dislike
0. K. To Cry Now."
Negroes but like only a few.
Paris has been singing since He is also set for a nationThe white man's notion of a
-11 high school days and perform- wide series of club and conNegro is emotionally troubleing professionally for half a cert engagements booked by
some to him. That makes it
dozen years. He has toured GAC beginning in July.
hard for him to represent all
Australia and New Zealand as A former football star at
of the people in a given politia $4,000-a-week attraction but Southern University in Baton
•
•
dy for his outstanding business accomplish.
cal area.
until this month he had never Rouge, La., Paris is the son VICE-PRESIDENTIAL DELIGHT - Vice7
Asked about his record in the
ments and praised the Supremes for their
of the late founders and op- President Hubert H. Humphrey (right) apbeen recorded.
state legislature, Mr. Willis
erators of a New Orleans inparticipation in civic affairs. The Supremes,
plauds along with Berry Gordy Jr., presinoted that he has received favsurance company.
(from left) are Mary Wilson. Diana Ross,
dent of the Motown Record Corporation,
orable reactions and comHe majored in psychology
and Florence Ballard. They participated in
while the fabulous Supremes perform during
mendation from Negro and
and the social sciences in colBy ETHEL L. PAYNE
Philadelphia is reported to
ceremony while in Washington for a
for
the
swimming
pool
dedication
an
outdoor
white constituents in regard to
lege and lives, when not tourhave been nicked by the AdWash10-day
engagement at the capitol's prestiyoungsters
who
live
in
low-income
Jr., ministration
Mitchell,
his voting record and the man- Clarence
ing to perform, on a house
for an ambassaHotel.
During
gious
Shoreham
Homes.
Frederick
Douglass
ington's
ner in which he has handled speaking to the conference of dorship to an African country.
boat in the art colony of Sauthe ceremony, the Vice-President cited Gorhimself in the General Assem- elected Negro Democrats last According to the source, she
salito near the Bay City.
bly.
week, told this story about is following instructions to lie
In commenting on the re- 1,3J and Louis Martin. It hap- low following her recent reaction of the white voters to pened during a White House turn from a State Departmentthe probability of his running meeting o- civil rights legisla- sponsored trip to
Africa.
for Mayor of Memphis, Mr. tion. The President said that Aside from the Middle
Willis said. "Despite their during his boyhood in Texas, crisis, the most jolting East
story
praise of my record in the sometimes when it became bit- of the week was
the Census
State Legislature, many white terly cold in the winter, the 7.ureau report
that two million
people reach an emotio n a 1 cattle would slump to the Americans were
not counted in
roadblock when it comes to ground.
the 1960 census. Since a great
thinking of my being Mayor of To keep them from freezing portion of these
are Negro
Memphis, or even running for to death, his father would have males of voting
age, it sent a
Mayor. They say, 'White peo- him gc out and twist their quiver through
both political
ple won't vote for you'."
tads until they stood up and parties. That's an awful lot of
The youthful legislator then began moving around. It hurt
uncommitted votes.
. FREDDIE PARIS
said, "I have a question: Are a lot, but it got them on their
white people so blindly preju- f e e t. Then the President
diced that they permit a man's turned to Louis and said, "I
color to determine their vote? want you to be a tail twister
THE 765 POLICY WHICH GIVES YOUR FAMILY THE MAXIMUM PROTECTION AT THE LOWEST
Negroes have been voting for to get Corgress on its feet and
white people all their lives. some action on this bill."
POSSIBLE COST - SPONSORED BY THIS NEWSPAPER AND UNDERWRITTEN BY FOUNDATION
Why can't white people vote Mitchell has been effectivei LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY.
for a qualified Negro?
ly prodeing recalcitrant law"The white man must face makers for years as the chief NEW YeRK (UPI) - Richtie nodded appreciatively at
up to the issue," Willis said, lobbyist for the NAACP and ard SpecY "froze" when a a picture of a third victim
"and ask what candidate can probabl.- knows more about psychiatrist handed him a pic- Patricia Matusek. "Say, she's
serve all the people best. Per- the legislative process and all ture 01 one of the eight nurses good looking. Looks like Elizasonally I feel that my political, its intricacies than any other he was convicted Of murdering beth Taylor."
legislative, and governmental person on the Hill.
and exclaimed that the victim
Ziporyn held out the picture
experience is superior to that
is a "de-id ringer" for the of Gloria Davy, who - acof any of the other announced John Burton, the mayor of former wife he hated, the Sat- cording to police testimony or so far considered candidates Ypsilanti. Mich., on how he urday Evening Post said in a had been stripped naked.
for the Mayor-ship of Memphis. gets respect from his white co7yrighted article.
-Speck reached for it and
He said, "If a Negro does colleagues. "I tell them that The incident was related by suddenly froze. He drew his
run for major of Memphis, it if you ever forget and call me Dr. Marvin Ziporyn, former hand back from the picture as
will be a test of whether the a nigger, I'll punch you in psychiatrist at Cook County if it might sting him. His eyes
white man will follow blind the m outh and apologize Jail, and Jack Altman, who opened wide, his lips quivered
8. You decide if you wish to
On• preonfum TOP all ages
prejudice and vote all white, later!"
collaborated with Ziporyn on a slightly. He looked terrified."
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"The light of friendship is, iting his mother Alice Carter
hke the phosphorus, seen plain- in Atlantic City. They pushed
est when all around it is dark." off Sunday for San Diego where
Binx will intern in the Navy
Crowell.
June is literally bursting out as a Lt.
all over with its weddings and And Felton Earls, Jr., is now
graduations. Louise Dowdy Dr. Earls, he was also graduwasn't a June bride but she ated from Howard Medical
and her husband Rev. Gilbert School with his parents, Etalyn
Patterson spent a portion of the and Felton, his brother Phillip
month honeymooning in Ber- and sisters Carol and Lynn
muda after their late May wed- bursting with pride as they
ding at Holy Temple Church of watched the ceremony.
God in Christ with the groom's Roger House Grant also refrom
degree
her
father, Bishop W. A. Patterson ceived
Howard. She and Annie are
performing the ceremony.
And Gloriadean Vivian Hen- among our list of Honorary Cotrel and Edward Darnell Porter Ettes. Roger is the daughter of
exchanged wedding vows before the Robert Houses on Zanone.
her father the Rev. P. Gonya She joined her husband, David,
Hentrel in Trinity CME Church another Howard grad who is
of which her father is pastor a Second Lt. in the Air Force
stationed at Springfield. Mass.,
Sunday before last.
Laura Ann Williams and Mel- aft:.‘r graduation.
vin Sandy Johnson were wed And speaking of Howard
last Saturday in a Nuptial High Emogene Wilson was the deleMass at St. Thomas Catholic gate of the local alumni chapter
Church. She's a nurse at Ten- to attend the Centennial Celenessee Psychiatric and he's an bration of the University held
Army careerman. They'll live at Graduation time.
in Rhode Island where he's Two carloads of family went
up to Jefferson City to see
stationed.
And Cloteal Vivian Adams is Ernest Bell. Jr., receive his
a June bride. she pledged her degree in Business Administratreth to Pfc. Harry P. Crawford tion and Accounting from LinMr. and Mrs. Ender H. Aus- she was president of the House
at the home of her mother and coln University. Of course his
stepfather, Rev. and Mrs. C. S. wife, Brenda was included in tin, Sr., of 2115 Heard Circle, of Elite, a Library assistant
well
as
his
as
entourage
the
have announced the engageJoiner on First Avenue. The
and member of the band.
bride is a Senior at Lane Col- parents, the Sr. Bells, his sis- ment of their daughter, Miss
brothShelia,
and
Linda
ters,
Dianne Marie Sykes, to Mack A 1965 Kappa Debutante, she
lege and basileus of the campus
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. ers, Raymond and Houston and Guy Richardson, grandson of is presently a sophomore at 1
She wore a pretty white gown aunts Mattie Bell and Marie the late Mr. and Mrs. Mack Memphis State university.
The prospective bridegroom
Richardson.
and carried out her sorority's Adams.
colors pink and green. The He will be commissioned a Miss Sykes is the gran d- is also a graduate of Douglass
bride's sister Lynn Narine Join- Second Lt. in the U. S. Army daught er of Mr. and Mrs. High school. He Is an airman
at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma the latter Thomas Cook and Mrs. Augus- with the United States Air
er was maid of honor.
of the month.
part
became
Force stationed in England. SWEET SIXTEEN PARTY
ta Galloway.
Brown
Marsh
V.vian
Aztec Room of the Claridge , Williamson is their son Willwas complimented with a
The Rev. and Mrs. P. E. The wedding will take place
Miss Sykes will join him in
fred.
Hotel. Also helping celebrate
the bride of Milton Swift 1.1
party given by her parents
Williamson
Gwendolyn
—
Brooks have good reason to be Saturday, July 1, at the Great- September and plans to conwith Rev. and Mrs. E. W. ,
San Francisco. The couple were
pictured with her in the
and
sixteen
turned
just
has
schoolmates at Manassas High proud — their sixth child, Jc- er Mount Zion Baptist church. tinue her studies at the Unihas received his degree Miss Sykes is a graduate of versity of Maryland, European
and many of their friends from seph
Fisk University.
from
by
Douglass High school, where Division.
came
years
many
lo these
see their brather
Modean and Harry Thompson's On hand to
• POLITICAL ADVERTISEMEI4T
fore they were giving a party over and appeared as Woman's
POLITICAL- ADVERTISEMENT
POLITIGLTAOVERrtsvarrrr
POLITICAL, ADVERTISPAI
home on Edward Avenue to receive his degree from Fisk
at
speaker
Day
her
stepfather'si
themselves and then they're off
tradition
family
the
in
were
Mowhen
happiness
toast their
Phillip, Jr., a handsome bache- now for the State Medical church.
dean and neighbor friend VelThe Regional Director ap
lor physicist with Eastman Meeting in Nashville. They
in
one
tossed
Jones
Lois
ma
Kodak Co., in Rochester, Phyl- were guests of Dorothy and Dr. peared on a symposium for the
their honor.
lis Kelley, Assistant Principal Charles Runner and have a ball sorority, stopped at the Prom
Among these on the scene of Hanley Elementary, Mose mod party et al.
Town Motor Inn and heard the
sharing the happiness of the Yvonne Hooks, French teacher Julia and Dr. Leland Atkins Negro Mayor Robert C. Henry
couple were Zernia and Jake at Douglas High, and Mona also attended the Chicagoans' from Springfield, Ohio, as the
Peacock with their sister-in- and Dr. Edgar Parker who is festivities as guests of their public speaker for the sorority's
law, Julia Murrell from Chi-,a Captain in the Army doing aunt and uncle Dr. Liz and program.
Citizens of Memphis and Shelby County have a great opportunity%
caw): Sarah and Horace Chand-1 an internship at Ft. Riley, Kan- Dr. Maurice Gleason.
Velma Lois also visited with
ler. Carrie and Ernest Young,1 sas. Mona and her hubby Gladys and Dr. Edward Reed Theodora and Arlin Meadows
establish modern control over public consumption of alcohol in a forthFaye and Charles Lewis, Ber- stayed over to see his brother are also attending the State in their beautiful new home.
Fowler,
Walter
nice Cole and
coming referendum.
receive his medical degree Medical Meeting and after She's the former Theodora
Rose Marie and Alton Coleman, from Meharry.
will spend a few days with his "Prince" Robinson, a n d is
Emma Jean Stotts. Elma and
Charlotte was the only mem- folks in Birmingham along with looking forward to the visit of
An affirmative vote on this referendum will remove the stigma of
William -Dub" Mardis. Helen
of the Brooks family unable their girls. Cynthia and Sandy. her sister, Elsie Malunda and
ber
and Richard "Rip" Burns, Herher
children Sonja and Melvin
"brown bagging" from our community and greatly improve out competito attend, she and her hubby, And when Nell and Dr. Therman and Sherman Morris, Vivon Northcross drove up to III. Elsie whose name we
just
have
Polk
become
Samuel
Frieson,
ian's brothers, Doris
tive position with other leading cities for
parents- to wee Samone Car- Nashville the other week for omitted at Joyce Weddington's
Joy Teague Bell, Mildred Steto forego his fifteenth class reunion at club meeting last week will
her
causing
Polk
lotta
MaxJames
Gerri
vens Lester,
come home via Chicago stopand industry.
the trip to her Alma Mater. Meharry Dental School they
ine Brooks Johnson, Mari e,
took their kids, Debbie, Theron, ping off to visit her sister and
Bradford, Ruby Henderson and' And we can look to seeing Jr. and Reggie to visit her brother in law, Elizabeth and
In the past few days, thousands
Dr. Lewis Harold "Tip p y" parents,
yours truly.
the J. G. Pattons. The J. D. Swain.
Jr., on the Bluff City
Twigg.
deHarriett
and
Walker
Macen
coveted
the
boys stayed over with their
And receiving
asking for a referendum. Encouraged by this wave of support,
scene after he completes his
jetted off to New York City
grandparents.
grees in June were Anne and internship
Hospital
Hurley
at
Convvell Banton "Binx- Carter.
Administrative Assistant to last week where he attended
you an opportunity to join your fellow citizens in calling for
in Flint, Michigan. Tinny was the
Governor H. T. Lockard the meeting to the Board of
Anne received her bachelors
MediMeharry
from
graduated
and State Representatives A. Trustees of Fisk. Naturally she
from Howard University while
sion on this important issue. Start immediately -to get
his proud fami"Binx" received his degree from cal School with
W. Willis and J. 0. Patterson, took in some shopping and they
ly on hand, Myrna his petite Jr., were
your family, friends and associates on the petition reproduced below
Howard's Med School. Annie
among those who at- indulged in a favorite pastime
and sweet little wife, his son,
tended the summit meet of Ne- watching baseball games.
Sue (Mrs. P. L.) Burford and
Unica
parents
his
III,
Lewis,
return to Post Office Box 214, Memphis, Tennessee 38101.
gro elected public officials in So glad and appreciative of
her little Judy flew up to see
Protective Insurance Company D. C.
the beautiful letter Ruby Spir.il1t1
her daughter and son-in-law
recoive their sheepskins. The President and Mrs. Lewis H. A note from our friend Drue penned us about the Co-Ette'
W.C. MIEHER, Chairman
Tillie and
Smith, staff member of former dinner. When we called to
Carters drove down afterwards Twigg, his cousins,
WhaHarold
UP
Vice-President
Gov. Clement included a story thank her we found her gone
Control Program
in 'heir Austin Healy after vislum, and his mother-in-law, in the Washington Post entitled to Chattanooga attending the
Mae Bonds.
"A Surgeon Goes to Legisla- Women's Federated Club MeetAs a special surprise to his ture" extolling the 'work of ing. And speaking of the CoON LEGAL SALE OF
mother, Ann Reba, his father Nashville's Dr. Dorothy Brown. Ettes we forgot to mention that
had arranged for his sister,
Dr. Dorothy and Dr. Ted
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES FOR CONSUMPTION ON
PROW° PliVsICAL TEMPLE Clara Ann (Mrs. George) Mims Everybody ran into Marjorie
Bolden
drove down from their
Charles
Senator
a
is
who
Ulen
OF THE DIVINE MOTHER,
PREMISES IN SHELBY COUNTY PURSUANT TO
SECRET PRAYER 1 and her little Cheryl Ann to Percy staffer. Velma Lois posts at Meharry to visit with
fly down from their home in Jones attended the Midwestern their friend of long standing
FORMULA CHART.
My Prayers are being sent out Queens Long Island to make Regional Conference of Alpha Val Minor, Houston Co-Ette
SECTIONS 57-152 THROUGH 57-116 TENNESSEE CODE ANNOTATED.
and blessings are coming in. the occasion complete.
Alpha Sorority in Ohama Sponsor while she was here for
Kappa
Send for Free Daily Blessing.
fravelers Ho! Jewel and Dr. the other week-end and makaig the dinner. They had a long
7
Row to get what you want
through this new way of Prayer. Oscar Speight were hardly back the trek with her was Faye chat until the wee hours of
TO: County Commissioners of Elections
Mail self•addressed envelope to 'from Chicago where they at- Lewis who is visiting her moth- morning up at Margaret and
Rev. C. Forster, P 0. Box El, tended the Chicagoans whirl- er and stepfather. Rev. and Dr. Fred Rivers. Margaret and
Shelby County, Tennessee
St. Moans. N. Y. 11412.
wind week-end festivities be- Mrs. G. E. Sykes. Faye stayed Dorothy were at Fisk together.

Dianne Marie Sykes
Engaged To Airman
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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR DECISION!

conventions, tourism, business

have responded by signing petitions
we offer
e local discisignatures from
and

Beverage

Secret Prayer
Formula Chart!
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SKIN CRIES...
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Get hours of relief from
the itching and irritation of
"UPSET SKIN"
Palmer's "Skin Success" Ointment induces fast blessed relief
from itching miseries cause.i bg
certain minor skin irritation*.
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We, qualified voters of Shelby County, do 'hereby respectfully request the
option election, n provided by law.
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Only 99c
Regular size 44c
Satisfaction guarantee* er your
money rerouted.

LOVELIER COMPLEXION
. . Plus head-to-toe protection
with the deep-acting foamy medicat,on of "Skin Success" Seep- It
ben ,,t,i bathes while it fights
germs that often aggravate perspiration odors...rn.Uies you sum
you're nice to be neer. Pairiseell
"Skin Success" Soap.
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5125.00 Value
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Pre-Nuptial Parties Held For
Angela Owen Preceding Wedding

Fashion Shock Bloomer Garb

LONDON — (UPI) — Daring silk mantle or polka, which
fashicns were making news partially hid that portion of
long before Mo‘.1 and the mini. the dress in which the aggresConsider the following news sibn is ulost daringly maniMiss Angela Owen who be- wit.) assisted his parents in T. J. Johnson, Aretta Mit
fested.
item;
came the bride of Elbert Terry entertaining and Atty. and cheil, Helen Hayes, Mabel Hudof Albany State College Friday Mrs. Truvillus Hall.
son, Bernice Calloway, Harriett ". . . Surprise and amuse- "Under the upper garment
evening, June 9, in a Nuptial
Walker, B e r nice Thomas, ment were occasioned on there seemed to be someHigh Mass at St. Thomas The week's calendar was dot Mary D. King, Henrene A. Thursday week by the ap- thing like a shorter one of the
Catnolic Church has studied ted with activities for the Jenkins, Annie L. Higgins, pearance on the Dean Bridge same shape bound round the
psychology at the University of young couple and kept them on Omega Shelto, Lille Lewis, (in Edinburgh) of two ladies waist with a rich shawl. The
Vienna, traveled to Mexico with
the go. They were feted with a Susie Carruthers, Isabelle Roul- — one about forty and another 'continuations' were nearly of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
hac, and Misses Janet Morton apparently about fifteen years the same colour, and reached
William F. Owen and her small luncheon at Morrison's Midtown Debora ThAnpson, and Jim her junior — wearing the 'aa the instep ox the foot. The
brother Bill last summer, took by Mrs. Robert Membane and Ella Cotten.
Bloomer garb in its fullest young lady'E d:ess was simianothw trip to Mexico via guest along with the bride's
style. Toe elderly lady was lar m shape, but lighter in
Paocho's Mexican Resturant parents offering good wishes The couple was taken to dressed in a long, ruby-colored colour.
when Mrs. Maude D. Bright and advice as the time for the Honolulu vicariously when her
A, B. Owen, Jr.,
entertained for her with a big day drawing near were uncle
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Arring- gave the rehearsal dinner for
luncheon.
The pretty colorful dress Miss ton, who also teach with the them at the Luau Restaurant.
Owen wore was complemental young couple at Albany State; He is principal of Porter Jr.
by the decor of the setting. Mrs. Robert Fields, Sr., Miss High school.
Zo Ann Terry sister of the
Partaking of the native foods
The candlelight effect on the
with her were her fiance Elbert groom, Miss Lynn Janet Morton roast pig added to the produccousin
of
the
bride
from
New
Teiry, who like her is a memtion of the white-capped chef
ber of the faculty of Albany Roehelle, New York, Mrs. who came out to slice the pig
Warren
B.
Griffin,
Jr.,
aunt
of
State College, the locale of
which was a delicious sight
their whirlwind courtship; Mrs. the bride from D.C. and Dr. with its golden brown color,
TSU TEACHER OF THE YEAR ... The
cation, Miss White had an average of 3.78. William F. Owen, her mother, Maudeca L. Wilson, also from
an apple stuffed in its mouth
Teachet of the Year and the ranking senior
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Mrs and Mr. Harold Shaw, Albany State.
of the June graduating class at TSU check
William White, Route 2, Lebanon, Tennessee. Mrs. Anne B. Harris, William Miss Owen will have plenty of and cherries for eyes.
news from other campuses. Dr. Amrit La!,
Dr. Lal, a native of New Delhi, India, has Bartholomew, M r s. Utillus kitchen implements to try her The pig was served with such
seated, Associate Professor of Political
taught at TSU since 1964. He received the Phillips, Jr. Mrs. Severly hand at cooking from the companionate goodies as candied yams, string beans, fried
Science, was honored by the student body
PH. D. from New York University, his mas- Minor, and Mrs. Ladye Mae kitchen shower given her by
sister.
Mrs.
Bright's
Mills,
Misses Cornelia Sanders and
in a recent election sponsored by the Alpha
(Continued on Page 12)
ters from Punjab and he LI. B. from Delhi
Dr. and Mrs. William 0. Harry Mae Simons and Mes
Kappa Mu Honorary scholastic Society and
University. Prior to coming to the United
Speight, Jr., complimented the
named as Teacher of the Year at Tennessee
States in 1961, he worked with the United young couple along with anothe dames Mary W. Collier, Lois
State University. With him is Miss Gladys
Nations Technical Assistance programs in engaged couple Lynn Howell an Greenwooe and Fred Osborne L. GOAT MILK
given at the latter's home on
L. White, the ranking senior for the 1967
India and Afghanistan.
Dr. Robert* Maurice Tharpe Sparks street.
EXPECTANT MOTHERS will
graduating class. Majoring in science eduwith a cocktail party in their
find this fine food helps reGiving
value
recipes
to
the
place CALCIUM lost to their
well-appointed South Parkway
The Mid-South's 'do. I loncoln•Mercury DC alef
home. Mrs. Speight directed bride were Mesdames Sallie babies. Pint a day helps keep
Angela's wedding with her usua Bartholomew, Ben Gunter, Mary DENTURES away.
E. Murphy Marie L. Adams, MONTESI MDSN. AVE. MKT.
elegant aplomb.
Toasting the two copules
were Mr. and Mrs. William F
Owen, A. B. Owen, Angela's
uncle, Miss Martelle Trigg,
Mrs. Betty Bland, Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Howell, Miss
children; Mrs. Try-outs for the Children's Joan Edith Wilson of Osceola,
The members and Philos of cross, and
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority Mary Horne Porter, Miss Be- Theater Pageant will be held Arkansas, Mr. and Mrs. King
were recent picnic guests of linda Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. at the Overton Park Shell on Fields, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Mrs. Ethel D. Watkins at her Daniel Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Friday, June 23, at 4 p.m. Young, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
J.C. McGraw and Mr. and Mrs. The try-outs are open to Stockton, Miss Roberta Ratestate in Germantown.
Each member of the sorority Walter H. Moore, Jr.
any child in the first through cliffe William Bartholomew,
was cateress for her individual Others were Mrs. Maridelle the twelfth grade. The pageant Mrs. Anne B. Harris, Mr.
picnic table, and in the con- Adams, and husband, Robert will be held at the Overton and Mrs. Harold Shaw, Mr.
Mr. and
Mrs. Park Shell on Aug. 11 at 7:30 and Mrs. Robert Welch, Mrs.
test for the one with the best Adams;
table, Mrs. Mary R. Brooks Clarence Morrow, Mrs. Lorene- p.m.
H.A. Gilliam, Miss Minerva
got the honor, because her Cleaves, Mrs. Nettye R. Jack- Rehearsals will be held four Jane Johnican, Atty J. 0, Patevery
son, and
husband, Ralph times a week at
table was becdecked with
the Shell. terson, Jr. and Dr. and Mrs.
picnic food one could imagine. Jackson; and Mrs. Azalee Ma- Children who want to be in Booker Hodges.
w i th tasty food, lone, husband, Douglas Ma- -the production will have to Also Dr. and Mrs. .F A.
Along
members and guests enjoyed lone and children; and Mrs. attend ali rehearsals.
Rivers, Dr. and Mrs. Theron
Ruby Porter and her mother, The
games, music and bridge.
Mrs.
rehearsals will be held Northcross, Mr. and
Enjoying the picnic fun Mrs. Lee Ada Banks.
from 4 to 6 p.m. up until Thomas Willis, Mr. and Mrs.
were Mrs. Cora B. White, And Mrs. M. Kirkland, Mrs. the middle of July, when they Carl William, Miss Thirkell
Miss Georgia Bryant, Jesse J. Campbell, Mrs. J. Gipson, will then be held from 4:30 Stovall, Dr. and Mrs. Robert
Hopson, Mrs. Rosetta Scott and Mrs. E. Pope, Mrs. D. Mc- to 9 p.m., according to Marion House, Dr. and Mrs. Cleo Kirk,
children, Mrs. Lydia Collier, Queen, Mrs. Leona Jamison, Hale, superintendent of the Miss Linda Hargraves, Dr.
Carr, Mrs. Recreation Department
Mrs. Bernice Sullen, Mrs. Mrs. Jeanette
of the Arthur Gibson, Miss Marilyn
Mary Robinson, Mrs. Ruby Inez Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Memphis Park Commission. Harris William 0. Speight, III,
Biles, Mrs. Floyzell McQueen, George White, Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Viola Parker and Mrs. Albert Carr, Mrs. Samella Wiland Mrs. K.C. Chandler.
son, Mrs. Cherie P. Roland
Also Mrs. Joan M. McCullar, and husband, John Roland,
Walker
and Mrs. Bernice R. Cole and E.
Mrs. Bobbie
daughters, Janice and Vera; Walter Fowler.
Mrs. Ruby C. Smith and
daughter Cheryl; Mrs. Annette McField, Mrs. Marie
Burke, Mrs. Lottie Dortch,
Miss Beverly Dunlap, Mrs.
Mildred Bailey of New York,
mother of the Thurman Northcorsses; Mrs. Thurman North-

Sigma Gamma Picnic Try-Outs Are
Scheduled For
Germantown
Held In

Summer Pageant

1

Dramas Staged

Red Cross Offers
Classes For
Those Expecting

In Theater Of

Student Center

Classes in Mother and Baby Le Moyne's 250-seat Little
Care began Tuesday. June 20th, Theatre, located in the lower
at 7 p.m. at the Red Cross level of the college's newly
building, 1400 Central Avenue, dedicated Alma , C. Hanson
according to an announcement Memorial S t u dent Center,
issued by the Memphis Area hummed with activity last
Chapter of the American Na- week when the Free Southern
Theater from New Orleans
tional Red Cross.
Classes will continue through staged four afternoon shows.
July 6, meeting each Tuesday Near-c apacity audiences
and Thursday nights from 7 were present for each of the
performances which included
till 9 p.m.
The classes are designed for the presentation of a comedy,
expectant parents, both moth- "Happy Ending," on Tuesday
ers and fathers are taught by and Friday; an open rehearsal
Red Cross registered nurses. of "The Lesson" on WednesExpectant :parents interested day, and Afro-American poetry
in enrolling in the classes are on Thursday.
asked to call the Memphia The cast of FST actors is
Area Chapter Nursing Services headed by Robert Costley.
All performances were free.
at 272-9631.

FREE LOAN OF CAR
While We Do Your Work ...

MOTOR TUNE UP Ag 9 ;A
TRANSMISSION EXCHANGE
LA SW

Carry One Year
or 12,000 Miles

SERVICE POLICY

al Oa.

FIP" '..ATICNAL

n_ANKAMERICARO
TIMM

*TRANSMISSION
& MOTOR EXCHANGE
2957 Broad Ave.

TEA BAGS WESSON
OIL
95c 24 oz 39'
100 ct.

Dukes

Delmonte.

TUNA
MAYONNAISE
- 2 49
Qt 39c
For

61
/
2 oz.
4 Limit

doz.EGGS
WITH COUPON

$3489
*Prico•includes automatic transmission, power steer.
inq, power brakes, factory air, tinted glass whitewalls,
clwowie Ooor frames, whorl discs, delta* steering
wheel, radio and all eartehrel safety feraiteu

Pim OLDSMOBILE
2525 Surn'n.i'

324.734!

1fl2

Fresh Grade A

large

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED
OLDSMOSILE IS 4-DOOR

White Cloud
TOILET TISSUE
Roll
Pkg.
FRED MONTESI

‘g(

FRED MONTESI

1961
DEMONSTRATORS

LARGE SELECTION

Tendetleaf

321-0118

OLOSMODeAd

ALL IN LIKE
NEW CONDMON

AVE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

WPEFERK

TRY PRYOR FOR AN

F-85's
88's
98's
Toronados

Libby's
VIENNA SAUSAGE

Pride of Illinois

ZOIOCO< 03 •121MIOIUIOW

•••••
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Bank Rate
Financing
Open Nights
9

Grade "A" All White Infertile

EGGS
••••.,

•••••••,

Large Size •- 2 doz. 19C
or 53c off 2 doz. any other Size Eggs.
With

coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, secluding
value of coupon merchandis• (fresh milk products ond
tobacco also •xcluded In compliance with , stets low).
On* coupon par faro I y. Coppon expires IN•cinesday.,

FRED MONTESI
Libby's
FRUIT COCKTAIL
17 oz.
Noon June 28.

Crest •

Extra large Reg. Price 19C

TOOTH
PTb!

53'

I

2F0-35',:i4rnit

i—r-rrrr

•

looks delicious...tastes beautiful
IT'S NEW. IT'S FRESH. IT'S TODAY.

Midwest Farms' new concept in carton design. Each product is color-keyed not
only for
beauty but to make it easier for you to recognize and choose the product you want.
ook for the new excitement in color and design in the dairy case where you shop
Wouldn't you just know it woLkl come from Midwest Farms?

thaMlawestFarms
A DIVISION OF THE SOUTHLAND CORPORATION
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Sports Horizon
BATON ROUGE, La,
tion is intended to articulate in
When he gets down in his this book. Miss Scott's visual
three point stance he will the despair, the hope and indrive right over you."
dignation told so well by HayA line such as that you den's art.
might be quick to associate Hayden, in
addition to his
with a gleeful football coach prowess on
the gridiron, was
popping off about a fine re- a
great stick ball player while
cruit. In this instance the growing up. His
academic
commentary came neither from accomplishments
include
a
a grid mentor or anyone pres- B.A. from Xavier and a Master's
ently connected with the sport. in Fine Art from Notre Dame.
It was Frank Hayden, for- He has done postgraduate work
mer halfback with St. Augus- both here, at Iowa State Unitine (now Father Bertrand) of versity, and abroad, with
Heinthe Bluff City Prep League rich Kirchner at the Munich
and currently an art profes- Art
Academy.
His
many
sor, projecting himself as he awards include a Fullbright
talked proudly of his infant Fellowship and Henrick Kauffson.
man
Aw a r d ( AmericanIn reality Hayden, who is Scandanavian Fellowship).
currently assistant professor You can order SKETCHES
of art at Southern university IN BLACK AND WHITE by
isn't able to follow the game sending $5.00 for each copy to
of football as closely as he Branden Press, Inc., 36 Melonce did because he sometimes rose Street, Boston, Mass. Beworks around the clock in his low is a sample -of one of the
laboratory on campus at the poems which describes a drawLouisiana school.
ing in the book:
Hayden went off to
When
Will the leaves of tomorrow
University in New
Xavier
Be forever out of our
Orleans in the early fifties he
reach?
GOLF CLINIC — Some of
dividual playing. A free bus
ing attendance on the first
decided because of his diminuWill
the
naked, white the children at the Sam
leaves from the YMCA at
Saturday, June 9 NtaS sparktive stature that he would be
pages of life
Qualls Golf Club's annual
Linden and Lauderdale at
ed with a attendance of 100.
running a great personal risk
Be labeled:
clinic
held
annually
8
at
a.m.
Fuleach
Saturday
mornHot
dogs and free Pepsi
the
trying to break in with
Only for whites!?"
ler Park to teach youngsters
ing to take participants to
Colas were furnished by the
Gold Rushers who played such
Or is history written
and others the fundamentals
Pepsi Cola Co. of Memphis.
the clinic. No fee for the
ferocious foes as Florida A&M
With black and with whits of golf improvement of intraining
is
A tournament will follow
collected.
Openand Southern and that boxing
With hope and despoil
------match that closed out the
Ambivalence ever
schedule every year with crossof life.
town rival Dillard.
Are we a page
I have seen Frank on severOf tomorrow?
al occasions the past three
RUN OF BAD LUCK
that
convinced
years, and I am
Bob "Roundhead" Lee, Le
the ex-footballer would like for Moyne Colllge star athlete ip
his friends to believe that he the 30's, retired a few years
is still very close to the game. ago after 33 years of coaching
However, after a visit to his baseball, basketball and foot
work lab, where you might ball at Southern University to
find excellently done master- give his ulcers a rest. After
pieces that range from the breaking both arms last year
ATLANTA — A Youth Corpsltried to get
appearance of huyouthful de center.
grotesque
while
demonstrating
back
mans to capture various ex- peddling techniques to some that "will be used in case of monstrations off the streets.
"Go
s om e where
else,"
:mpending disaster" was set
pressions to Moses watchingh Jaguar Pass defenders
The shouting and pushing members of the older group
the
afthe parting of the Red Sea, fable "Roundhead" triggered up Tuesday in a riot-torn occured at he Dixie Hills po
yenlldeedd
. thTahte"wyeo,urn
egnstoetrsgettrin
esgit was obvious without being a run of bad luck unequalled Negro section of Atlanta.
shopping center, where an esan art connoisseur that the in any of his encounters on the Sen. Leroy Johnson, Geor- timated 500 Negroes went on a what we want," and they
gia's first Negro state Senator rampage Monday- night, smash- stood theoir ground, pushing and
former Memphian had little athletic field.
time but for his promising Lee's latest mishap was a in modern times, was the ing windows, taking pot shots flailing out when the older
career.
car-truck crash which occurred prime mover in getting the at police, and raining rocks group tried to move them.
SKETCHES IN BLACK AND
and bottles on officers.
The scuffle broke up altwo weeks ago on a highway corps organized.
Asked if he expected a Tuesday's scuffling started most as quickly as it started
nearby
leading
to
golf
a
out
with
collaborated
Hayden
course where he was going disaster, Johnson said: "We when a group of older Ne- when police, who had
been
Marianna Scott recently to
to check on a tournament. It are preparing for anything." groes emerged from an apart- patrolling the shopping center.
BLACK
publish SKETCHES IN
A brief flurry of scuffling ment building and approached arrived.
came on the heels of Lee being
AND WHITE. Miss Scott, a inducted into the NAIA Hall erupted Tuesday
afternoon when youngsters who were milling
Negroes in
Montgomery,
him
taught
who
woman
white
of Fame.
a group of adult Negroes sullenly around the shopping Ala., the South's other current
aspresently
at Xavier and is
Recovering from a fractured
racial
hotspot,
said
they
sistant professor of German
nose and bruises, Lee was his
would
hold
a strategy session
Southof
University
at the
jovial self as he talked
Tuesday night, but would not
western Louisiana, was asked usual
to visitors from his bed in the
immediately attempt another
by Hayden to write some
Lake hospital.
The
Lady
of
March
on the state capitol.
drawaccompany
his
poems to
understand, I'vw been
A group of touring foreign
ings. Touched by the Negro "I can't
journalists watched a construggle in this country upon driving for 40 years and never
Lee
frontation
Monday
night
returning frem the Munich Art got a dent in a fender,"
between police and MontgoAcademy. Hayden began thg remarked.
mery, Negroes. The Negroes,
The conversation was quickly
drawings that were to culmidnumbering about 300 broke
ate in this book. Miss Scott's diverted to sports, a subject
ranks and ran away screaming
visual to the verbal transla- Lee talks about unceasingly.
when police started marching
toward them.
The Atlanta rioting flared
after Stokely Carmichael took
over a
grievance
meeting
and told the crowd: "We are
not concerned
with peace.
We are concerned with the
liberation of black people. We
have to build a revolution."
ATLANTA — Gun battles be- woueded Mrs. Duncan, 9-yearThe
gr ie vance
meeting
shotand
Negroes
tween rioting
old Reginald Rivers and Marion
was called to discuss the
gun-armed poli-T erupted in the Ward, 34.
wounding of a Negro youth,
Dixie Hills ghetto Wednesday The youth's sister broke into
Douglas
Richmond, 22, by a
night. One Negro man was kill- hysterics. "Jesus have mercy,"
Negro policeman. Richmond
ed and at least three other per- she sobbed. Ths mother of the
contended the police officer,
sons wounded.
youngsters said "he ain't even
Robert
McKibbens,
opened
One of the wounded, Mrs. in on all of this" She sobbed
fire without cause, but
McCat:wrine Duncan, 51, claimed hysterically on the front porch
Kibbens said Rich mond
she was shot when a police of- of her apartment home.
attacked him with a stick
ficer opened fire with a shot- At least eight persons were
when he went to check on a
gun into an apartment house arrested and taken from the
burglar alarm that had been
aft& r a cherry bomb exploded are, in paddy wagons.
tripped.
FROM THE BACK OF THE WAGON
at his feet.
Sen. Johnson got Richmond
Youth peers bons rear of paddy wagon following his arrest
Negro State Sen. Leroy JohnPolice S'spt. J. F. Brown de- son earlier issued a call to all
at scene of racial disturbance in Atlanta on the city's West out of jail on $600 bond
Tuesday and then went to
nied one of his men fired the mothers to keep their children
side. Police firing riot guns into the air finally broke up a
work setting up the "Youth
shot.
off the streets. He called for
rock-tossing crowd of youths. The outbreak followed a
Patrol," similar to the group
The blast into the apartment ministers to come to the area
talk by Stokely Carmichael. (UPI Telephoto)
than managed to restore peace
killed Timothy Ross, 41, a n d and talk peace to the residents.
in a
similar situation in
Tampa, Fla., last week.
Rev. Joseph E. Boone, who
called the grievance meeting
Monday night, was aiding
Johnson in his efforts. Boone
had originally planned another
meeting Tuesday night, but
announced at midday that he
had discarded the plan because of the possibility ot
new trouble.
Two police officers were injured and four police cruisers
damaged
duri ng
Monday
night's outburst Officers took
11 persons into custody, most
of them ignoring orders to
move out of the riot area.
During the daylight hours
officers made frequent sweeps
through the section, but care
was taken not to letve the impression
that
police
were ,
putting on a show of force.
Gov. Lester Maddox. once
one of the most vocal segregationists in the nation.
said he was "leaving things
in the hands of the mayor.'
COME IN TODAY AND LET US EXPLAIN OUR WAY OF WINNING MANY FREE GIFTS.
Ivan Allen. "If the mayor calls
upon the state. thee the state
QUINELLA
PERFECTA
DAILY DOUBLE
will be
glad
to
assist,"
Ma ddox said.
Remember
there
Is
only
ONE
With
your
purchos•
of
our
magWith any styling by our ex-

IT'S SEN. JOHNSON'S IDEA

They are Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Walls, 245 Honduras Road
and Miss Bernice Burton of
1584 Baltimore Street.
Mrs. —Walls, — a teacher at
Carver High School for the
past 22 years is holder of the
A. B. degree from Mississippi
Industrial College while Miss
Burton, a teacher at Manassas
Two high school English High school for eleven years,
the bachelor's degree
teachers from Memphis have i bolds
from Memphis State.
been awarded grants to attend
The grants to the summer
a summer National Education institute in Louisiana gives
Defense Act summer institute each teacher a weekly stiat Southern University in Baton pend, plus family allowances
Rouge, La.
and transportation expenses.

Two Memphians
In Institute
At Southern U.

With insurance...

it's having every available policy,
then picking the one
that suits your client best,'
With gins...it's what
suits your taste best. I picked
Gordon's. I find it smoother,
drier, and a great mixer.9,

outh Corps To Be Used To
ool Atlanta Down

wurrE

Results!
•;- 4

USE THE WANT AD
DEPARTMENT OF

Z:.':endsr
Classified
TO BUY OR SELL

Gordon's Gm created m
London. England m1769.
It s the biggest seller in England. L1:17.-'-''`
America and the world

PRODUCTOFUS 4.100xilEUTIA1 SPNIIIS °WILLED FltOM 611411 II Nal011111.Ster CIN CO LID . LINDEN. N.I
"rae—
••

1 Slain,3 Wounded,
In Dixie Hill Riots

Used
Cars

pert stylist we will clean
your wiglet or wig.

FREE
Wig Styling
$50°

FREE

wrgh purchos• of any kumon
hair ginsronteed wig horn

$39')
YOUR CHOICE OF

Wiglet Styling
$25°

$25°
Wig Spray or Listerizer

you will
rec lours

FREE

FITTING-STYLING
WIGHEAD-LUGGAGE
SPRAY or LUSTERIZER
AND A WIGLET OF YOUR
CHOICE VALUED UP TO

$40®

Wig City

•
•

1129 S. Bellevue
Om Mot Thurs. Fri. til 9
reduced rmarchandis• net Included in

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
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'65 Ford $1210
• -• 4 500,.

•••• condi.
• -•a 1 cyirlser, automatic.
and beeter. Whits wall
• .,,

—

•••4

'65 Chry. $2020

'65 Ford $1910

awomartic,
radio and heater, white wall

15 7 door hardtop, air
,• enad, white wall tires,conau-

'65 Chev. S1660
port

'63 Ford

'64 Ford

'63 Cher. $1640
Coreetto

Coupe, 2 door
hardtop. rod'o and beater, 4
:n finer, white wall Sires

$915

'65 Ford

convertible,
automatic. radio and heater,
(-irons, wheels. red band tires.

'66 Ford

50

Fairlan• 4 deer.
I Cylifider. OW.
tornatic, red:e,
• n d heater
whit, wall Vtes;
air conditioned;

Fairies. gm XL
2 di., kindt•it, 'ewer
stentrIng • n al
.
air, V.11. Ames

DELIVERS
with

$1235

$2025

apnreyed credit

'66 Ford $2070
Galaz40 SOO conyertiblo, V.
•utomatic, radio and hover,
whit, wall tires.

'63 Cher. $1045
Ch.v Ii,
caeyartiblia, automatic. I cylinder, radio end
neater, white wall *iris,

'64 Olds $1565
power & •i.,
auto-

4 doer,

'65 Ford $2395
ThunderbIrd. 2 Oar

hardtop
air, radio and haat,,
yah-tr;
wail tiros. Dower w;nclow,

$740

Paiute wagon, II cylinder, automatic, radio and heater,
..•:try wall tire,.

Falcon itation wagon.
CrIr'nd•r, automatic, radio. •nd
heater, whits Wall first:
.

'64 Ford $2080
Thundo-bird
Conyortiblo. radio and Mater, full power
aid air, whits wall tiros.

'64 Ford $1190
2 door hardtop,
radio and
heater. automatic, whits wall
t 'Is, •ir cenclitionid.

'65 Ford $1330
Country mdse, radio and
tweeter t passenger, 4 cylinder,
standard fransmintion.

'65 Olds $2195
Station wagon •

'65 Mere. $1780
door,

'65 Ford $1980
Centeinr wee. 4

'62 Ford $1105
c•la,• 553

'65 Pont. $1805
doer •arlie

'64 Chu, $1550
Impala comenible,

caillanoter•
air, whits wall Idea,
flier°
end harater

passenger,
radio and heater, ae• aute"a'ic.

edete

and

w.11

st•.•;,q

final,

Sir,

haatar,
pew,

4
now., steering, radio
and nearer, air conditioned,
wn,to wall tires.

a•

4 door ono own.
:2) nI,, y
c. Dower stoatino.

5-1 automatii,. radio end neater., whit,
wall ben.

REGISTER TODAY-14 MUSTANGS
FREE Use for One
Year.
Call and W. Will Mall You Entry Wank.

•

NOBODY WALKS AWAY

PATRONIZE

I. Memphis

At Rock Bottom Prices
-rr

WIG CITY

nificent Hand tied long human
koir wig' from. $129.00

Tko Little
Profit De,sie!-

--

SUPER
SALE

aavcreat r.. -ad n end heater.
Cf1;0.11d

C7
4-'••—•-N

-7:411-•i• ••••••

'64 Ford 51225
Fair'ioa SY •

WANT TO CATCH RUSTY
AT

•

Sanders Stone President of Sanders Stenotic.is among the ten too If.insurance,
salesmen in the country. Act,,'e in community housing, he was Ohio's
repre.entatwe tio the last Senior Citizens Conference in Washmgton 0 C

the clinic on Monday morning, June 26. Trophies and
entry fees will be furnished
by the Sam Qualls Golf Club.
The clinic is considered one
of the city's best examples
of volunteer civic contribution to the recreational wellbeing of Memphis Negro
youths, of both sexes.

The Uttle Profit Dosior

HERFF FORD

Rusty's Special

ADVERTISERS VO2a)-

OPEN MITES

2450 SUMMER-

S •••••••••• • •

at

e•
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Melrose Teacher In
Ohio Summer Project
A Melrose High school teach- classes in academic subjects
er. Mrs. Mary Walton Collier, and recreational and cultural
will serve on the faculty in activities which are designed
mathematics this summer at
a Special Opportunities Pro- to raise their aspirational levgram at Oberlin college in els and stimulate them in the
Oberlin, Ohio, for 60 junior development of a more posithemselves,
attitude
high school pupils with high tive
people and toward
academic potential from dis- toward
education.
advantaged backgrounds.
The program has been re- The students will come from
newed for a second three-year Cleveland, Lorain, Elyria and
period through a grant from Oberlin, Ohio.
the Rockefeller Foundation.
Mrs. Collier is a graduate
Lasting for six weeks, the of Indiana university and reprogram will bring together ceived the master of science
40 boys and 20 girls who will degree from Atlanta univerlie on the campus for six sity. She has done additional
weeks.
study at the University of chiThe program will include cago.

Swiss Society
f Hematology
Admits Teacher
Dr. A. Edward A. Hudson,
chairman of the Division o
Natural and Physical Sciences
at Lane college was notified
today that he
has
been
named Corresponding Member
of the
Swiss Society
of
Hematology in conjunction with
the E u ropean Society of
leadership Hematology.
and
RECEIVES CITATION — First ganizational
Lieutenant Columbus Veasey abilitY. The officer is the son He was recommended by
Jr., a Memphis airman, sta- ,ol Mrs. Grace Thomas who Dr. Erik Undritz, a noted
tioned at Clark Airbase in the ,lives at 1446 East Waldorf. Hei author and Hematologist, who
Philippine Islands was deco- is a 1963 graduate of Hamill is Professor at t he Medical
rated recently with the Air ton High School, and holds al School, University of Basel,
Force Commendation Medal.!degree from Rust College, of Basel, Switzerland, of
his
He was cited for his outstand- Holly Springs, Miss.
outstanding lectures and reing devotion to duty and orsearch in the field of Hematol
ogy over the years.
Dr. Hudson has lectured in
England, France, Switzerland,
and
Europe. He will
be
attending the University of
Illinois from June 23 through
July 16.

Young Couple Going
To Spain This Month

A former Memphian and her grams within the wing."
husband, a United States Air
The son of Charles F. HofForce officer, will be leaving
fler
of Hertford, N..C., the ofmonth,
this country later this
ficer
was graduated from North
where he will be assigned to
Carolina college at Durham in
the 401st Security P olice
1962 with a bachelor of science
Squadron
at Torrejon AB,
degree In biology. He is a
Spain. The couple is First
member of Omega Psi Phi
Lieutenant and Mrs. Joseph
fraternity.
Wisconsin S c hool faculty
W. Hoffler. She is the former
ends school year on cheerful
Miss Ruby J. Kimbrough.
Active in his squadron's athnote. On May 31, at the home of
Currently stationed at Grif- letic competition, Lieut. Hof- Mrs. Nora Jackson, 105 So.
fiss Air Force Base near fler has coached the unit's Parkway E., a surprise
baby
Rome, N.Y., Lieut. Hoffler is baseball, football, basketball
shower was given by three
officer in charge of Security and volleyball teams to several
faculty members, for Mrs Ber•
Education and Motivation for titles in wing and base-level ha McRae.
OUT IN SPACE — Cliff the shooting of a series of campaign, are appearing in
contests.
the 1,800 members of the StraPresent at the shower were Cooke, Benblein, Inc., national "outer space" advertisements national magazines, newspa.
tegie Air Command wing.
Heublein's
new pers, Sunday newsPaper sup.
all of the faculty members, the sales, here raises a Smirnoff promoting
In that capacity he has
principal, Mrs. Lois Larry, Skyball in its own roly-poly summer drink sensation. The plements, on billboards and
monitored the handling and
of
a} paints, and on REA Express
who made hors d'ouvres which glass to salute three models advertisements. part
storage of all classified docuwere se:lied along with other suspended from cables during unique $2 million promotionidelivery trucks.
ments in work centers located
(Continued from Page 9)
refreshments. Games were also
Ammetemmemeimmeg
in the wing's nine squadrons.
He Ins also been responsi- bananas, corn, hot rolls iced
The school's Courtesy Club
ble for the Security Police tea and coffee. The dessert
presented Mrs. McRae with
Squadron's nuclear and ground
a complete layette set, consafety training programs, and added the dramatic finale —
sisting of a thermo blanket.
has been commended several Kona ice cream — ice cream
a
times for his "outstanding ef- nestled in bananas and pine- one dozen diapers, three bibs,
(Paper shirts, two underBARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
forts in direction of tht pro- apple, topped with fruit nectar, three
served with flaming rum poured shirts, one package of rubber
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
pants and one pad.
The Shiloh Baptist church
from a skull mug.
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Gifts from the faculty in- will observe annual Young
Watching
with
wide-eyed cluded a feeding tray, several People's Day on Sunday, June
MONEY LOANED
awe was the bride elect's little towel and sweater sets, bunting 25, and the public is invited to
CAN YOU USE
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
brother Bill, along with her sets, blankets, another layette take part.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William set a diaper pail, six-weeks The speaker for the morning
MORE
176 A 178 REAL STREET JA 6-5300
F. Owen, Miss Martelle Trigg, diaper service, a diaper set. will be Mrs. Saundra Kay
Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr. another pad, a comb and brush Elrod, a member of the church.
Mrs. Pearline Walker, aunt of set, a diaper bag and a book The theme for her message will
UMW.
CONVENIENT
the bride from Buffalo, New to follow baby from the time of be "Seeking God in Your
LOCATIONS
LOAN OFFICE
York; Dr. Maudeca L. Wilson, birth to seven years of age. Youth."
0•41111 10(55 111( 100
,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arring
Joseph
Wisconsin
The
said
teachers
will
afternoon
speaker
be
The
eatititeetiAL
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
tun,
Miss Janet
Morton they are not trying to predict Rev. J. E. Slaughter, pastor of
ii
I
Miss Zo Ann Terry, Mrs. War- the future, but Mrs. McRae New Hope Baptist church in
MONEY TO LOAN
ren B. Griffin, Art Gilliam, Mrs. was presented three
baby the Orange Mound community.
Betty Bland and Mrs. Jewel carriers.
Program chairmen include
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
Hulbert.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ransom, Mrs.
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
Ruby Owens, and Mrs. Verlon
Amos.
LOAN TOO SMALL
Mrs. Girthy L. Jackson is
youth counselor, and Mrs. V.
Unrede‘;med Pledges On Sale
Amos church reporter.
Rev. T. F. Hammond is pasALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
tor of the church.
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EPSTEIN

WHO MAKES AIR CONDITIONERS THAT DON'T FREEZE UP?

gawkliapooli

Donald Brownlee,
Howard Grad To
Study Dentistry

E. Donald Brownlee, son of
Mrs. G. L. Brownies of 1414
Wilson st., received the bachelor of science degree from Howard University in Washington,
D. C., on June 9.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF APPLIANCES

ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS

At the same time, Mr.
Brownlee was commissioned
a second lieutenant in the
United States Air Force Reserves.

New decorator styling... with features that provide
the space age approach to home air conditioning

411A
Certified NEMA
capacities from
5,000 to .T2.000 FTC's

He is a graduate of Hamilton
High school
and
attended
Tuskegee rnsittute in Alabama for one year before
transfering to Howard.
Mr. Brownlee will enter
the Meharry Dental school
in Nashville this fall to pursue a course in dentistry.
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.
..and only WHIRLPOOL has `‘COMFORT GUARD'

There are 34 RCA WHIRLPOOL air conditioners ... which is best for Nou?

HERE ARE JUST A FEW ACE SPECIALS.

i

ii.200 BTU
Model APM082.3

RCA AIRCONDMONER

Got

SEINBIAE

.•

DOUBLE ACTION
MORS CAW IVA lUia
21RES-SES

IN PLACE

ATALLDRUGSTORES

0. PEST—
EXTERMINATING CO:

smr

9,500 BTU

18995

Mod AP11095.3

RCA AIRCONDITIONER
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TERMITES-ROACHES
MATER BUGS-RAT:

Masa/ and leaded

CALL as wow YOU ARS
EMBARRASSED
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"WE RILL TO LIVE"

NO MONEY DOWN!NO PAYMENT'Ill SEPTEMBER!
WIRIN

10••
11/

BY PHONE
FOR ;WICK
DEUYERY!

WHY WORRY? LET US
DO row Electrical Witting Properly. kelf48 Ycoo Air Conditioner Sell You Itio Proper
Air Cainerrtiotter You Need—wwl Combine Al en One Easy-to-Pay C,orrtrect.

ORDER

PLENTY OP PRU PARKING

Co.

*Arum

ACEAPPDA
L I.
1,5. KINKLI
NCE

EAST
sun Sowwise
Moos* 1244404

WHITEHAVEN
41911110.e. Se.
nom 394-0193

LAMAR
*

elte Nome
cmey. it 14/

2E74 Lwow

Phan 31W-4513

Pima: 2244111

ALL 4 STORES OPEN 'TM 1 P.M. EVERY NIGHT

CALL

01. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

_PM.IA 7-6033

PERMANENT
REMOVAL of
UNWANTED HAIR
From Face S Body

398-5362
FREE
coNsumcnoN
6.2===ini
Phone

NO

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address
Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis,
Tennesee
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER—NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations
ALE .ANDER
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
662 Kel I ingto.n
527.8150
BUNGA LOS. SUNDRY

3092 Chelsea

KAUFFMAN DRiVE.!N
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
ent.ne
i

BELL'S

SUNDRY

Mears 8. Veg.

KLONDYKE SUNDRY
:243 Vol en.'

94:1 Lauderdale

r:3112
F•re Delovirry

526.9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Clcis
9 a.m.. 12 p.m.

L & H SUNDRY
142 Silv•rage

COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
E.
4!NO ESSO

McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2C37 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY

SERVICE

STATION
867 OC•srysoppi

FORD ROAD DPI vE.IN

3199 1 0,EI Road
GEORGE 4.0.L.KER'S NE45
1101 F•••11.,.

GOLDEN'S

SUNDRY
2533 Pa•r Ave.
321-9322
OSS PHARMACY
115 Politer A

HAWIONS GRILL
1247 E. uc Lemont
J. B. SUNDRY

204 *. Brooks
NEWS MART
Mogoz.nes & NewscoPees
All Out of Town N•sre.
papers
10 N. Main

526-9648

ORIOLE

525-8811 - 526-9727
Prescripcons & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea

276.2588
Pres. & Derl. Serried
SMITH SUNDRY
1 447 Florida

SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road

POST OFFICE BEALE BRANCH

TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance,

PANTAZE DRUG v2
209 Beal•
PROSPECT REXALL

VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue

2243 S. Bell•vue

ROSEWOOD PHARMACY

Somiy

SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 TSomos

TR!GG AVE.SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg

LEL DRIVE•IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.

5Po
310,
ek A ,.erlue
4
25
52
0
.

752 E. McLemore
948.1576
Pres. & D.L Serve

DRUG

ROYAL SUNDRY

JIFFY SUNDRY

SUBURBAN DRUG

1 014 1.11,ssiss.ppi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service

615 Vanc• Areal.*

JEFFERSON GROCERY
47S1 Horn Lake Rd.

SILVER STAR
DRIVE•IN GROCERY
117$ W. Mitchell Rd.

276-9509
Fr•O•

BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
:517 Brood Aver,.

RLSSELL RE NALL
2415 Cheiseci

2495 Carries
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 5. Orleans

SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
94-4531

WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. MeLernore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Mognamel

From All 'fawns
115 Monrosi Avenue
526-9920

